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Several enter
guilty pleas
before trials
Several individuals scheduled
to be tried on various charges in
Calloway Circuit Court in March
have enter pleas of guilty, according to Commonwealth Attorney Mike Ward.
Ward explains that several of
the cases are drug or alcohol
related or involve repeat offenders. He adds he was seeking
"rather stiff" sentences.
Ward says that he had hoped
to try the cases and has been
preparing for them for the last
three weeks "but they're
pleading guilty and taking these
recommended stiff sentences."
He adds that he had "promised more trials" during his campaign for the office because he
felt previous "plea bargaining
agreements were not tough
enough."
Plea bargaining is a practice
in which a criminal defendant is,

under certain conditions, allowed to plead guilty to a lesser
charge without a trial, usually
resulting in a lenient sentence.
Ward says he has been trying
to "crack down" on drug offenders, repeat offenders and
drunk drivers responsible for injuring others.
According to Ward, among
those pleading guilty as of this
morning, their charges and
sentences are:
J.D. Fox, two counts of receiving stolen property over $100,
two years each count, probated
for five years, supervision fee of
$300.
Ricky Bennett, first degree
criminal mischief and theft over
$100. two years each count to be
served concurrently.
Wayne Dedmon, four counts
third degree burglary and four
(Continued on Page 2)

TRAILERS BURN — A trailer fire of unknown origin spread to three
other trailers this morning at Shady Oaks Trailer Park. Two trailers
were destroyed, a third received minor smoke and heat damage while
the fourth suffered only minor heat damage. One firefighter for the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad, Kenny Burke, was treated at

Murray-Calloway County Hospital for first- and second-degree burns on
his shoulders. The squad responded with nine men and three trucks.
Murray Fire Department and Murray Electric System assisted.
Firefighters were at the scene approximately two hours.
Staff photo by Ruth Ann Coleman

Representative says constituents are 'irate'

Curd against tax proposals unless he hears more support
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray's state representative does not plan to
vote for Gov. Martha Layne Collins' tax increase
package — that is, not unless he hears more support for the issue from his constituents.
Rep. Freed Curd ID-Murray) said Saturday he
would vote against Collins' package,of taxes and
educational funding increases, which would
raise about $324 million'in new revenue. Curd
said most constituents he has heard from are
"irate" about the tax hike to a flat five percent
income tax, and only about two dozen constituents have urged him to vote for the bill.
The second-term legislator said he would
change his vote "if the people change (their sentiment) in great numbers."
Curd's remarks followed a discussion session
featuring him and s te Sen. Greg Higdon (DFancy Farm) at the
merce Centre in Murray. Aside from Murra State President Kala
Stroup, interim vice pre
t Don Kelly and
dean Ken Winters, less p: n half a dozen persons
attended the sessiori:"
Judging from the comments of both Curd and
Higdon, Collins' bill is a long way from having
the necessary votes for passage by the

Assembly. With only three weeks left in the
legislative session. Collins is nevertheless
pushing her bill strongly and threatening to
withhold support for other projects as a pressuring tactic, Curd said. The public's impression
that they are being strong-armed may have
pushed some legislators into opposing the bill,
Higdon said.
Collins' bill would raise the income tax, increase corporate license fees, and delay implementation of a faster depreciation schedule
on corporate investm,nte. Inheritance tax relief
would be prOvided to surviving spouses and
children.
About 70 percent Of the new revenue would go
to public school improvement measures, including mandatory kindergarten, testing and
remedial instruction for all elementary students,
and legislation enabling the state to take over the
operation of poorly-performing school districts.
Collins has also submitted a budget based on
no tax increases. That budget would freeze
teachers' salaries and mean a loss of about
$342,500 to MSU.
Curd said the proposed flat income tax would
hurt middle-income couples, and that the
package of educational imporvements is not
specific enough. About $100 million of it, he said,

does not spell out demonstrable improvement
measures. Further, Collins' budget does not contain enough money for other areas such as
higher education and roads, Curd said.
A teacher himself and member of the House
Education Committee, Curd said he supports
some of the proposed improve_ments, such as
mandatory kindergarten and student testing.
Collins, however, is pushing an "all-or-nothing
bill" in which the component parts are inseparable, according to Curd.
Ile also questioned whether the revenue projections of Collins' budget are not too low. The
budget projects a statewide revenue increase of
1.5 percent, compared to a national projection of
5 percent, he said.
Most of the persons who have contacted him in
support of the bill are from higher education,
Curd said. Public education people are "not that
strong for it."
"I think we're going to have to sell the people
on it first," Curd said. "Until we show more accountability for elementary, secondary and
higher education, I don't think the people are going to support it."
Curd and Higdon said alternate tax packages
have been developed by legislators, but that they
won't be introduced until Collins' bill is either ap-

proved or fails. Asked if he thinks an alternate
bill could be passed if Collins' bill fails, Curd
replied, "If they really want to they could push
one through in two or three days."
Regarding his attempt to pass a revised version of Kentucky's new automobile title law,
Curd said he believes the proposal has been killed for this session. A House committee did pass a
compromise bill. revising the law, which, has
drawn heavy criticism from Western Kentucky
used car dealers, but Lt was squelched after Collins reprimanded a Department of Transportation official for agreeing to the revisions.
Curd said Collins took the action "vithout
reading the proposed bill, and that it was killed
by a combination of her reaction and the media's
"jumping on it."
"As deeply obligated as she was to the car
dealers, I don't understand" her action, Curd
said of Collins. She had promised during the
campaign to try to help the dealers, he
explained.
"Nobody who read it (the bill) would say it
guts the title law."
He said he has offered to discuss it with state
officials and take out provisions to which they object, but that they are not willing to meet.

Collins campaign for tax hike goes to press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API—
With less than three weeks to
convince legislators to approve
her tax package, Gov. Martha
Layne Collins is taking her sales
campaign more directly to their
constituents.
Late last week her office mail-

•

ed open letters to each of Kentucky's newspapers. They explained the $342 million package
of tax increases and stressed the
need for the educational improvements they are to fund.
The letters should start appearing this week, as will public

service announcements that
Mrs. Collins' office has
distributed to the state's radio
stations.
Those three 30-second taped
segments have the governor
discussing a similar theme.
Hank Lindsey. her press

Democratic candidates seek votes;
new front-runner attacked by rivals
THREE MAIN REASONS — Dr. Alice Koenecke, third from left, says
her grandchildren are the main reasons she contributes to the MSU
Alumni Association Century Club scholarship fund. Koenecke hopes
her grandchildren, from left, B.J., Lynne and Lori, will attend MSU
when they graduate from high school. The three are the children of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Koenecke of Edinborough Drive. Dr. Koenecke teaches in
the home economics department at MSU.

Grandchildren good
reasons for Koenecke
to support Century Club
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first of a series of articles about the
Murray State University Century Club scholarship fund drive. The
series will feature contributors and their comments on why they support higher education.)
Once again the Murray State University Alumni Association is
conducting a fund drive for its Century Club scholarship fund
The program is designed to help deserving students afford the
educational opportunities offered by the university.
Century Club members are those individuals who contribute
$1110 or more to the program.
According to Donna Herndon, director of Alumni Affairs, all.inwi.thaing freshmen are eligible to apply for a Century Club sehrilltrship. A committee then revitivis the applicants' high school
academic •and service records to determine the most
outstanding.
Several features of the Century Club program have served as
incentives for donors in the past. These include a perpetual fund
(Continued on Page 2)

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
Four Democratic presidential
candidates foraged for votes in
the South today after a debate in
which the new front-runner,
Gary Hart, was attacked as
naive and inexperienced by
rivals desperate to blunt his
drive for the nomination.
Hart changed his schedule to
spend an extra day campaigning
in the South, and a poll taken
Sunday showed him drawing
even with Walter Mondale in
Georgia
In Columbus, Ga., today, Hart
disputed Mondale's charge that
there is no substance to the
senator's new ideas and then
resumed his attack on the
former vice president as the
representative of "special
interests."
Hart had been scheduled to
campaign today in
Massachusetts, where polls say
he has a strong lead going into
Tuesday's presidential primary.
Alabama, Florida and
Georgia also h^14k•orimaries
Tuesday. anir Mondale, John
Glenn and the Rev. Jesse
Jackson also were concen•
trating their efforts there.
George McGovern left the
region and flew to
Massachusetts where he hopes

to do well enough in Tuesday's
primary to keep his candidacy
alive.
Glenn, meanwhile, picked up
an endorsement today from
former Attorney General Griffin
Bell, who served with Mondale
in the Carter administration.
Bell said that as a conservative Democrat, "I don't see I
have any other representative in
the race right now."
After the 60-minute debate
Sunday sponsoyilikby the League
of Women Votes in the Fox
Theater in Atlanta, Hart, Mondale, Glenn and Jackson all said
they were pleased.
"It should help," said
Mondale.
"I thought it went exceptionally well," said Glenn. "I was very
pleased with it."
"We did very well," said
Jackson. "I'm impressed."
Hart brushed off suggestions
that other four ganged up on
him. "I thought it was a good exchange," he said.
Hart has won four straight
contesx-Natering "Super Tuesday," when nine "states hold
primaries or caucuses. His winning streak began with an upset
victory in the New Hampshire
primary and continued through
Maine. Vermont and Wyoming.
The Atlanta debate was the first

candidate forum since the Colorado senator forged to the front
of the Democratic field.
In Atlanta, a poll taken of 350
likely Georgia voters on Saturday and Sunday showed Mondale with 35 percent and Hart
with 34 percent; with a margin
of error rate of plus or minus 5
percent. the result was a virtual
dead heat. Glenn had 13 percent
and Jackson had 9 percent.
The poll was conducted by
Atlanta-based Darden Research
Corp for WXIA-TV in Atlanta.
Half of those questioned were
polled on Saturday, and the
result from that day alone gave
Mondale 37 percent and Hart 31
percent, with a plus or minus 7
percent margin of error.
"What we obviously see is that
it's closed right up between Hart
and Mondale," said pollster
Claibourne Darden Jr.
Former front-runner Mon dale, who still leads in the
number of delegates he• can
claim, questioned during., the
debate whether there was any
substance behind Hares "new
ideas" campaign.
"We don't elect momentum."
said Mondale. "We don't elect
images. We elect a human
being."
1
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secretary, said Sunday that the
cost of the tapes is a justifiable
government expense. The price
tag is "negligible," he said.
Lindsey said Mrs. Collins
planned to speak at tonight's
joint meeting of the Council on
(Continued on Page 2)

cloudy, rain
Today, cloudy with rain
developing. Highs in the low
to mid 40s. Southeast winds
increasing to 10 to 20 mph.
Tonight, rain continuing.
Lows around 40. South to
southwest winds 10 to 15 miles
an hour. Tuesday, mostly
cloudy with rain ending.
Highs in the upper 40s. Winds
becoming northwest 5 to 15
miles an hour.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.4
Barkley Lake
354.3
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Collins...

Lights down at intersection;
drivers urged to be cautious

(Continued from Page 1)
Higher Education and the state
school board.
She will follow up Thursday
with a live, 30-minute speech
from the governor's office to be
broadcast over the Kentucky
Educational Television network
That talk begins at 7 p.m.
The use of media outlets is
'Just another facet" in Mrs. Collins' campaign to reach Kentuckians with her message
about the urgency of improving
state schools, Lindsey said.
"Obviously, we want to brief
as many people as we can and
explain the need for educational
reform," he said.
Mrs. Collins' task is to convince a majority of the 138
legislators to support such taxes
to finance education changes
while sustaining government
services in other areas.,
However, distracting her audience is the knowledge that the
May 29 primary soon after the
legislative session will determine who sits in all 100 House
seats.
Some lawmakers have
debated the worth of a tax increase for education changes
that might not work. But Mrs.
Collins and other legislators
counter that a sizable financial
commitment is the only way to
bring the schools up to par.

Traffic lights at the intersection of U.S. 641 and Kentucky 80
at Hardin were torn down Friday evening during an accident
and have not yst been repaired.
Stop signs have been placed at
Kentucky 80 until the lights can
be replaced. Motorist on U.S. 641
are not required to stop but officials advise all motorists to approach the intersection with extreme caution.
Jack Edwards, traffic
engineer with the state

'Redshirting' in athletics
may be halted by House bill

MHS debaters
qualify for
state contest

4:16

Murray High debaters Megan
Stroup and Jill James qualified
for the state tournament by
becoming one of the top eight
teams in Kentucky's West
Region.
The regional tournament,
which is sponsored by the Kentucky High School Speech
League, was held at the University of Louisville this last
weekend. The West Region is
made up of all schools who carry
debate teams and are
geographically west of
Louisville.
Stroup and James complied a
4-1 record with victories over
Paaucah Tilghman, Bulitt Central, Crittenden County and
Warren East. Stroup was also
named as fifth best speaker of
the tournament.
The Murray High debaters
will next participate in the NFL
District Tournament in
Morehead before they travel to
Lexington for the State Speech
Tournament on April 6 and 7.

The practice of "redshirting"
students to allow them an extra
year to participate in athletics
may soon be stopped, according
to House Bill 618, approved
Thursday by the House Education Committee in Frankfort.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Freed
Curd, D-Murray, said that many
school districts are guilty of the
action, but that two systems in
western Kentucky, which remained unidentified, repeatedly
allow their students to remain in
the eight grade for this reason.
He said that one school presently has some 35 students under
the "redshirt" practice.
Curd says this activity is
costing the state literally
thousands of dollars per year.
"It costs most districts $1,500 to
$2,000 each year to educate these
students," he pointed out, adding that the money was actual-

ly going to waste when it was
spent on students that didn't
need the extra year of education. Aside from the financial
aspects, Curd said the practice
was unfair to those other
students that were not held
back.
According to HB 618, any student in grades seven through 12
would be prohibited from competing in interscholastic
athletics the second year they
repeated the small grade level.
The bill also stated that
students would only be eligible
to take part in programs the
first three years they are in
these grades.
Curd said his bill was only
geared at those students who are
"redshirted" and not at students
held back for illness or absentee
reasons.

Community Theatre plans
evening of one-act plays
An evening of one-act plays
will be presented at the Ken-Bar
Inn Saturday beginning at 8 p.m.
The production, entitled, "In
Pursuit of Love," is a featured
project of the Murray-Calloway
County's Community Theatre.
The individual plays are: A A.
Milne's "The Ugly Duckling"
Anton Chekov's "A Marriage
Proposal," and "Love's Old
Sweet Song," a new play by
California playwright Paul
Hunter.
"This is a wonderful opportunity for Marshall County
residents and folks from the
nearby area to enjoy a sort of
dinner theatre," said Playhouse

in the Park Director Hal Park.
Ken-Bar Inn will be serving a
buffet dinner prior to the play,
although the dinner and the play
are separate. The cost of the buffet is $4.95. Admission to the
play is $3.50 for adults and $2 for
students and senior citizens.
Playhouse in the Park season
ticket holders will be admitted
to the plays as part of their
season ticket subscription, but
because of limited seating, are
requested to make advance
reservations with the theatre by
calling 759-1752.
Further information is
available at the Playhouse box
office, (502) 759-1752.
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SPRING SPORT SHOW — A variety of sports equipment — including boats, three-wheelers and water skiing,
camping and fishing gear — were on display at the Spring Sport Show Saturday and Sunday at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. A number of seminars on boating safety and fishing also were conducted.
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Guilty pleas...
(Continued from Page 1)
counts theft over $100, two fiveyear sentences to run
consecutively.
Edward Wilson, theft over
$100, third degree burglary, one
year each count to be served
concurrently, probated for two
years on condition he serve 15
days in the county jail, pay court
cost and donate 100 hours in
community service work.
Charles James Clark, third
degree burglary and theft over
100, two years each count to run
concurrently.
William Vaughn, attempting
to obtain a schedule II narcotic
controlled substance with a forged prescription and possession
of a schedule IV non-narcotice
controlled substance, four years
each count to run concurrently.
Dennis Scott Benke, two.year
sentence on old indictment of
theft over $100 to run concurrently with eight year sentence
on four counts of theft over $100,

Captured escapee
will probably be
assigned a lawyer
BROWNSVTI
Term. (AP)
— A judge says it may be hard to
find a lawyer to represent captured prison escapee James
Clegg, who is charged with fatally shooting a retired Brownsville
tire dealer and kidnapping his
wife.
Clegg, 30, was to be arraigned
this morning in Haywood County
General Sessions Court on a
variety of charges, including
first-degree murder, aggravated kidnapping, armed
robbery, burglary and grand
theft auto.
Haywood County General Sessions Judge James Prince said
ould probably be apClegg
pointed lawyer.

Three acres of woods along
Kentucky 783, three miles north
of Kentucky 121, were destroyed
by fire Sunday afternoon.
A spokesman for the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad said
cause of the blaze was unknown.
A flue fire late Saturday morning resulted in very little
damage to the Earl Wilson
house in the New Providence
area.
There were no injuries
reported in either incident.
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The Murray Independent
School Board will meet at 5:30
p.m. Tuesday to discuss filling
the vacancy created by the
resignation of board member
Don Henry.
No other business is scheduled
for the special session of the
school board meeting.

Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
the program you hove been waiting for.
TV's and other super gifts...plus high
interest when you invest in our high earning certificates.
Get a free gift to enjoy now, plus your
money bock later with full interest! All you
have to do is open a Lincoln Federal 2' 3
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to your deposit, you'll receive a corresponding
free gift' 1See gifst chart
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transporation department in
Reidland, says it will probably
be sometime next week before
the lights will be operating
again.
A Harrisburg, Ill., woman,
Sarah M. Tanner, was killed in
the 4:55 p.m. accident and
Thomas G. Durham, 31, Dexter,
is listed in satisfactory condition
at Lourdes Hospital today. Roy
F. Barnhill, 23, Paris, Term.,
was treated and released at
Marshall County Hospital.

one count second degree
criminal facilitation, one count
first degree criminal facilitation
and one count second degree
criminal mischief.
William Futrell, two counts
trafficking in marijuana over
eight ounces, one count trafficking in marijuana under eight
ounces, one count illegal sale of
alcohol; five months and $2,500
fine.
Dave Gupton, one count trafficking in marijuana over eight
ounces; three months and $1,000
fine.

Larry Wilson, obtaining
schedule II non-narcotic
substance and second degree
criminal abuse; two year
sentence probated for four years
on condition of drug
rehabilitations.
Ann Foster, three counts trafficking in schedule III nonnarcotic substance, 18 months
each count to run concurrently.
Al Duffy, trafficking in
dilaudid, five years.
Addresses for those pleading
guilty and receiving sentences
were not immediately available.
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Several local students place
in MSU History Day contests
Joe Cartwright, Murray State
University History Department
chairman, said 133 local and
area students took part in the
fifth annual History Day activities at MSU. The 1984 theme
for the event was "The Family
and Community in History."
Winners from the local competition, which involves original
research efforts, will go to the
state contest at the University of
Kentucky May 19.
Those winners from the MurrayCalloway County area include:
Papers;' junior , division —
Molly McFerron, first place;
Laura Ferguson, second place,
both from Murray Middle
School.

Koenecke...

Papers; senior division —
Becky Wolf, first place, Murray
High School.
Group project; junior division
— Calloway Middle School, second place.
Individual performance;
junior division — Jody Borge,
first place, Murray Middle
School.
Group performance; junior
division — Calloway Middle
School, first and second places

he

Media presentation, junior
division — Tripp Nix and Tim,
Armstrong, first place,
Calloway Middle School; Scott
Gordon, Gene Cook and Russ
McCutcheon, second place.
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(Continued from Page 1)

established with a protion of the donations to insure long-term effects, a pre-authorized monthly giving arrangement and matching money available from some employers.
Herndon reports about $55,000 is currently in the perpetual fund
and interest from that amount is used for scholarships.
Several employers in western Kentucky offer matching money
for their employee's contribution to the Century Club. Among
those are Fisher-Price, B.F. Goodrich, Airco, General Tire and
Rubber, Coca-Cola, Ingersoll-Rand, Pennwalt, Pillsbury, Union
Carbide, Westvaco and PepsiCo.
But ask past members Of the club why they donate and you're
likely to hear a variety of interesting answers.
For instance, Dr. Alice Koenecke, MSU home economics professor, says she likes the pre-authorized monthly giving arrangement she has arranged through her bank. But her main reasons
for giving are her grandchildren — B.J., Lynne and Lori
Koenecke.
"My grandchildren are three reasons why I am a member of
the Century Club," she says. "Since I have been on the MSU
faculty, I have been partly responsible for having two nephews, a
niece and two cousins from Illinois and Michigan attend Murray
State. My son, Bill, is a graduate of MSU and I'm now looking forward to my three grandchildren attending MSU."
Koenzeke.,4as chosen to make her contribution to the Century
Club through the automatic bank draft, or pre-authorized monthly giving program, she has arranged with her bank.
Through this arrangement, the donor authorizes his or her
bank or savings institution to withdraw a specified amount of
money and pay it directly to the Century Club on a certain date
each month.
"It's easy to the let the bank do it and you really don't miss it
(the money) at all," she says.
Koenecke joined the MSU faculty as assistant professor in 1960.
She left in 1965 to earn a Ph.D. at Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale then returned to MSU in 1969 as chairman of the
home economics department. She served as chairman until 1982
and now is a full-time instructor in the department.
"As a member of the MSU faculty, I feel I have an obligation to
be supportive of the Century Club scholarship program. It gives
us an opportunity to help young people in our part of the state. It
offers encouragement to enter the university. MSU is a vital part
of the community and I am willing to work for it," she says.
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'Super Tuesday' expectations
are released by the candidates
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An AP News Analysis
There is enough action on )
.Super Tuesday" for
both Gary Hart and Walter F. Mondale to claim
victory, although neither is likely to land a
knockout punch in the Democratic presidential
race.
The prospects are less hopeful for the three
dark horses, John Glenn, George McGovern and
Jesse Jackson.
Hart, riding a crest of four straight state
triumphs, will proclaim himself a winner if he
wins.a single primary, and he is heavily favored
in Massachusetts. His claim to be a national candidate will be even more enhanced if he also
defeats the field in any of three southern states,
and public opinion polls give him a lead in
Florida and indicate he's drawing even in
Georgia.
Walter F. Mondale, dethroned as front-runner
by Hart's string of triumphs, will proclaim the
night a success if he claims cven a single
Southern victory from among primaries in
Georgia, Florida or Alabama. Should he win
more, or surprise Hart in Massachusetts or
Rhode Island, he will claim that his rival's appeal is dissipating and see hope for the contests
ahead.
With 511 delegates at stake in Tuesday's contests — counting the nine state contests plus
delegate selections by American Samoa and
Democrats Abroad — Mondale could lose every
single contest and still be the leader in delegates.
Mondale's candidacy would be seriously
wounded if that happened, and his claim as
delegate leader would pale beside Hart's victory
string. But it would give him more time to try
and stop Hart's momentum before it became
overwhelming.
It will be tougher for the other three
contenders.
Glenn was touted earlier in the year as Mondale's toughest competition for the nomination.
But that was before the voters began rendering
their verdicts, and he has failed to get above 13
percent in any single contest.
McGovern has defined his own goal for next
week. He says he will withdraw from the race if
he doesn't finish either Hest or second in the
Massachusetts primary, the only state he carried against Richard Nixon in his 1972 presidential race.
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agree or not
FRANKFORT — The now or
never days for this session of the
General Assembly are increasing
activity in legislative halls for bill
sponsors and lobbyists alike since
there remained only 17 legislative
days March 12 and two or three of
these are to be devoted to considering any bills vetoed by the
governor.
The legislative calendar calls for
legislative action through March 29
with the possibility of using March
30 to consider this work, depending
upon the situation then. The
legislature then will recess and
return April 12 for the veto session

by s.c. van curon
of two or three days. Only 60
legislative days are allowed.
Time for introduction of bills
passed last week, but there always
Is the possibility of an emergency
arising and the rules could be
suspended.
However, this doesn't mean that
some legislation that someone
wanted introduced is absolutely
ruled out for this session.
There's always that old tried and
true route of piggy backing a
measure as an amendment on a bill
that has bright prospects of success. Too, there's the committee
substitute route wherein a bill that

is apparently dead is used as a
vehicle where it pertains to the
.same subject area.
The number and title of the bill
are used and the new matter is
written in as a committee
substitute for the original bill and it
goes merrily on its way if it can get
the blessing or the leadership.
Legislators are now facing the
most gruelling days of every session. Bills have been thra9hed
around in committees, hearings
held, amendments offered and are
now in line for the voting process.
For example, there were 100 bills

posted on the House Calendar with
two readings and ready for voting
March 7. Bills will be pouring out of
committees if this session follows
the pattern of those in the past
When the bill introductio
deadline ended March 2 for the
House, 1,021 bills and 114 resolutions had hit the hopper. The
numbers in the Senate were 417 and
62, bringing the bill total to 1,438.
As of that date only 60 bills had
been signed into law by the governor and one became law without
her signature. Thirty-two others
had been enrolled and were
awaiting the governor's action, for
a total of only 91.
Meanwhile, the most essential
piece of legislation, the governor's
budget, is still awaiting passage as
is her proposed tax measures. She
has been busily engaged in seeking
support from powerful groups such
as labor and the Kentucky Education Association, as well as the
general public. She seems to need
some persuasion placed on
legislators while there is no apparent rush to jump on her
bandwagon.
She needs 51 votes in the House
and 19 in the Senate as a minimum
and every governor wants all he
can get since that seems to be a
barometer of his popularity and
support for his program.
The House, particularly, since its
membership must all run for office
this year, are not overly
enamoured with the idea of increasing taxes. Letters to the
editors are also reminding the
governor of her campaign utterances, no increase in taxes, I'm
familiar with, I've served as governor and have experience, this has
been studied...ect. It's really not a
happy time in legislative halls.

looking back
heartline
Heartline is a service for senior citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : My husband, age 57, and my
son, age 37, have recently taken up running as
exercise. They run for about 45 minutes every
morning. I had read somewhere that runners
need a cooling off period of lighter excerise, but I
don't remember the reason. I mentioned this to
them, and they said that after running they feel
great and don't need to rest for awhile or
anything like that. What do you say? K.E.
ANSWER: Pheidippides, the original
marathon runner, died minutes after completing
his run, thereby presenting a warning as well as
a goal for future runners. Had he cooled down
after his 26-mile run, he might have survived to
expound on Athens' victory over Persia for his
grandchildren. Recent research shows that
strenuous exercise must be followed by a
gradual cooling down period to allay a dangerous
build-up of blood chemicals.
The post exercise levels of these chemicals,
the catecholamines responsible for the fight or
flight mechanism, are particularly harmful to
coranary patients with hearts already sensitive
to stress. But the levels can be "strikingly high
even for healthy young men," according to Joel
E. Dimsdale, MD, of Harvard Medical School,
and colleagues reporting in a recent issue of the
Journal of the American Medical Association.
The researchers studied a group of men, ages
22 to 35, working out on exercycles and found that
catechoamine levels in the subjects' blood increased dramatically. The researchers postulate
that the catecholamine rise they observed is the
body's,attempt to maintain the effects of the high
blood pressure experienced after maximal exertion. "With the abrupt cessation of exercise, our
subjects' average BP fell drastically from 189/78
to 137/70mm Hg," the researchers noted.
We...found that the drop in systolic pressure
from maximal exercise to initial cool down had a
significant inverse correlation with the increase
in the norepinephrine level for the same
interval."
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letter to the editor

Collins asks support of tax proposal
To The People Of Kentucky:
In January, I proposed the most
sweeping school reforms in the
history of the Commonwealth.
The decision was the most difficult I ever made. I thought about
it, I wrestled with it and I prayed. I
did not want to raise taxes. It was
the most politically unpopular
thing I could do. But I am not
governor to look out for myself.
When I took the oath of office, I
took on the responsibility of doing
what is right for Kentucky.
It was a tough decision. But if
Kentuckians are to have a brighter
future, it was the right decision.
For too long our people have been
denied a wider range of jobs and
other opportunities because our
schools have not measured up.
I agree with many of you that
money alone is not the answer for
our schools. But many things needed to improve them do take money.
And the important thing about my
proposals is that they offer much
more than more money.
They call for unprecendented accountability from teachers, administrators and school boards.
They focus on achievement in the
classroom. Our children will learn
to read, write, handle numbers and
think.
Kentuckians can be assured that

they will get a better return on
their education dollar. The additional money I am requesting will
go for things that make a difference in the classroom.
Many people have asked whether
I knew about the state's finances
when I was campaigning. Indeed, I
knew as much about them as
anyone could in these uncertain
times.
I knew the budget was tight. But
I also knew that it was reasonable
to assume that as the nation came
out of the recession, state revenues
would increase so we would have
enough money. In fact, revenue
projections were relatively
optimistic.
But those estimates changed
drastically. They were reduced by
$130 million from the time I was
campaigning for governor to the
time I had to put the budget
together.
And now, without new revenue,
we face another serious round of
cuts in all state services — not just
education. We will not even have
enough money to keep up our roads
— which have already suffered
during four years of budget cuts.
What we are really talking about
in all this debate is what kind of
state Kentucky will become. Traditionally, we have lagged behind,

business mirror

economically and educationally.
Today, a sound educational
system is the necessary foundation
for a thriving economy. If we want
better jobs and better lives for our
people tomorrow, we must have
better schools today.
I care deeply about Kentucky
and its people. I have faith in them.
They are good people. They work
hard. They are dedicated to their
families, to their churches, to their
communities.
They want to see a better way of
life for Kentucky.
Our proposals require some
small sacrifices. But my tax plan is
truly a reform. It shifts responsibility away from those least able
to pay, toward those who can more
afford to pay. It also eliminates unfair tax breaks.
I know Kentuckians will do what
is necessary to ensure a brighter
future for their families, their communities, their state.
I need your help.- Let your
legislators know you want better
schools now. Without them, we run
the very grave risk of falling further and further behind and closing
off opportunities for our people.
Sincerely,
Martha Layne Collins
Governor
Commonwealth of Kentucky

by john cunniff

Changes seen in consumer credit
NEW YORK (AP) — In an about
face as abrupt as most consumers
are likely to recall, credit is being
pushed on people today who just a
couple of years ago couldn't borrow a nickel.
Banks that automatically turned
down mortgage applicants now
advertise in search of them. Credit
card issuers who were weeding out
deadbeats now purchase mailing
lists to find new customers, inducing therh with cash advances.
In the same spirit, credit users
have relaxed their standards.
During the recession it was corn-mon. even for those with secure
jobs, to avoid credit oommitments.
Some even left credit cards at
home lest they be tempted. The
I' mood' was pervasive! Save what
you can for a rainyslay.
In contrast, tke same people now
take their card* with them, and
look for something. to buy. A new
mood seems to say that now is the

time to buy a house or a car, or to
indulge in a luxury.
In the final quarter of 1983 the
total amount of debt outstanding
grew at a rate of 10.6 percent,
which is faster than the growth of
inflation or incomes or production,
and suggests that desire
transcends economic obstacles.
Measured in the fourth quarter of
1983, total debt was $5.52 trillion,
and rising swiftly. And it wasn't only Uncle Sam who was responsible.
In fact, at a rate of 12.4 percent,
••• seasonally adjusted, the nation's
households shamed their muchmaligned and spendthrift uncle.
whose indebtedness expanded at a
rate of only 10.1 percent.
The total of household debt also
exceedtd thalowe'cily Uncle Sam,
and by more than $500 bilnon.
Households in that quarter had accumulated a total of $1.832 trillion
in credit, the federal government
"only" $1.178 trillion.

The other figures: Nonfinancial
business, $1.813 trillion, and state
and local governments, $395.5
billion.
The possible reasons why are not
as clear as the numbers, and in fact
may be only conjecture. Whatever,
various surveys suggest these
possibilities:
People are confident the
economic recovery will continue.
Their fears about the potential loss
of ajob are reduced.
flouseholds' are making up
for opportunities lost during the
recession. Time doesn't wait, they
say, so buy when you can.
Inflation is ahead; therefore,
buy now and save.
What is -very cleir.is - that
A riVericahs,
indffauils --ad
members of households, are in a
spending mood -- at the very time
they seem to be insisting on a cutback in spending by their
government.

Ten years ago
Two of the three prisoners who
escaped from the Calloway County
Jail on Jan. 22 have been captured
In Indianapolis, Ind.
Fire destroyed two of the 121
apartment units this rrorning, but
the other two apartments were saved by efforts of the Cal way County Fire-Rescue Squad.
Births reported incltide a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Story on March
5.
Starkie Colson is chairman of the
Annual Chitan Pancake Day to be
sponsored by Murray Civitan Club
on April 6 at Rudy's Restaurant
and University Inn.
"The Stubblefield Story," a folk
opera based on the life of Nathan B.
Stubblefield and his dramatic role
in the invention of radio, will be
presented April 26 and 27 as part of
the Bientennial Celebration.
Twenty years ago
Toni Burchett, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Burchett and a
graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been selected as
"Shield Queen" for the Murray
State College Shield.
Selected as finalists for Miss
Murray High School are Ann Kay
Sanders, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A.C. Sanders; Sheila Polly,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.L. Polly; Letha Young, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Young; and Jennifer George, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde George.
Lt. John Koertner, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A.C. Koertner, is stationed at
Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Columbus Waldrup is serving as president of the Faxon
Mothers Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melugin
have returned home after vacationing for six weeks in Florida.
Betty Sue Vinson, Jessie
Shoemaker, Vivian Hale, Rubye
Pool and Laurine Doran
represented the Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club at
the Spring Conference of District I
B&PW at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
Thirty years ago
Bids will be taken for 9.7 miles of
bituminous surface and base
widening of Murray-Mayfield Road
from Murray to Graves County
Line.
Murray Chapter No. 56 of Disabled American Veterans has been
awarded a national "Q" citation
for reaching and surpassing its
membeship quota of 25 for 1953-54.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jay L. MilAr.
Inez Hanle, home economics
teacher at Murray Training
School, will offer "A New Look
Throughetatthe-House"--as an adult
_.clasalar!women
the-community starting March 16 and continuing
for 10 weeks. '
Mr. and Mrs. Bates Richardson
of Puryear, Tenn., celebrated their'
50th wedding anniversary on Feb.
28.
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Community events listed
Monday, March 12
Suburban
Homemakers Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Lou McGary.
Jackson Purchase
Audubon Society will
meet at 7 p.m. at Broadway United Methodist
Church, Paducah. For
information call
753-9385.
--=—
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a business
meeting at 7 p.m. at
club house.

Monday, March 12
Dorcas Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Doris
Rose.
Murray -Calloway
County Community
Chorus is scheduled to
rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at
choir room, First United
Methodist Church.

Tuesday, March 13
on Wednesday at
Memorial Baptist
Church should be made
by today at noon with
Rebecca Cunningham,
753-0350.

Tuesday, March 13
—
Social Se-curity
Representative will be
at Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex from
10 a.m. to noon.

Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504, 753-4126,
Continued on page 5

Dorothy Moore Circle
of First Presbyterian
Church Women will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at
home of Zeffie Woods.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

"La Travialta," opera
by Verdi will be
presented by Murray
Civic Music Association
at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University.

Tuesday, March 13
FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 1984
Homemakers Clubs
What kind of day will tomor- bookkeeping and corwill meet as follows: row be? To find out what the respondence.
Countryside with Faye stars say, reed the forecast VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Ward; Paris Road with given for your birth sign.
Your reasoning impresses a
Charlene Curd and New ARIES
partner. Social life is happily
Providence with Kathy (Mar. 21 to Apr 19) IA
accented, though an ugly
Bass, both at 1 p.m.
You needn't have secaid rumor is making the rounds.
Revelation Seminar
thoughts about a domestic !LIBRA
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray TOPS (take plan, but be sure to cover all (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Holiday Inn, Murray.
off pounds sensibly) details. A child or date is
You'll get results careerwise, but you'll have to go
Club will meet at 7 p.m. temperamental.
TAURUS
after what you want. This is
at Health Center.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
not time to be wishy-washy. A
The climate is ripe for friend is difficult.
Northside Baptist,, creative work done in private. SCORPIO
Church Women will Use discretion before con- (Oct.23to Nov.21)
meet at 7 p.m. at home fiding in anyone. Expect some
It's clear sailing regarding a
tension at home.
pleasure trip, but you'll have
of Janice Graham.
GEMINI
to down-play ego with higher(May 21 to June 20) 1
4
°- ups. Hobbies are enjoyable.
Murray Lions Club is
Financial prospects imscheduled to meet at prove greatly. Schedule SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72 to Dec.21) 31riii0.
6:30 p.m. at Murray business meetings and ask for
Family talks are fruitful.
Woman's Club House.
raises. A co-worker is hot Make plans to entertain out-ofcooperative.
town guests. A financial matMurray Middle School CANCER
ter requires further research.
CAPRICORN
Fifth Grade will present (June 21 toJuly 22)
Take the initiative in (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
a winter musical at7
romance, but avoid disputes
Leadership qualities,are to
central center 733-3314 p.m. in the school about money. Rapport is
the fore. You shine in a group,
auditorium.
reached with an adviser. though others are envious.
Make plans for a trip.
Heart-to-heart talks are
Reservations for free LEO
favored.
nursery for "A Day (July 23 to Aug.22)
AQUARIUS
Who's boss at home may be (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Apart" by Murray
The Music Is
Don't throw your
question.
the
The early day is marked by
Christian Women's Club
On His Side.
weight around. Catch up on work accomplishments.
Later, others are hard to pin
down. A loved one is prone to
an emotional outburst.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Consider taking up a new
hobby, but don't mix business
and pleasure. A co-worker
goads you to the breaking
point — almost.
'
- 77,11,1"SV
lat—lh tommes—umLUI
YOU BORN TODAY have
an investigative mind and are
attracted to science and
research. You also have conAcross From MSU Stadium
siderable artistic talents that
chestnut St. 753-3314
you can successfully commercialize. It is important that
you like your work. Otherwise,
you won't apply yourself. In
romance, you do not always
express your feelings and you
suffer became of it. Law,
literature,
architecture,
teaching and banking are
some of the fields in which
you'll find fulfillment. You're
friendly, but can be dictatorial
with others. Birth date of:
Hugo Wolf, writer; Sammy
Kaye, band leader; and Percival Lowell,astronomer.
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Trinity plans supper

The Market House Theatre, Paducah, announced that because of personal schedule conflicts, Jim Watson of Murray, previously cast as
Atticus Finch in To Kill A Mockingbird has been
forced to withdraw from the cast. To replace
Watson in the role made famous by Gregory
Peck, director Michael Cochran has cast Ballard
County native Toby Dulworth. Also recently
named to the cast were Tim Crowe in the role of
Mr. Cunningham and Cheryl Walls in a nonspeaking role.
The play will open April 19 for seven public
performances with two matinee performances
for schools at 10 a.m. on April 24 and 26. The
theatre box office at 141 Kentucky Ave.,
Paducah, is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Tuesday
through Friday, or call 1-444-6828.

A fiarn and Bean Supper will at the Trinity
Christi/in Center, North 18th Street at Calloway
Avenue, on Saturday, March 17, from noon to 6
p.m. The cost will be $2 donation per person for
all the ham and beans wanted with cake and pie
extra. Beans without ham also will be available.
The public is urged to attend, a center
spokesman said.

Peanut butter soup recipe
listed for lunch fare menu
soup.

1 medium-size onion,
chopped
1 cup chopped celery
LUNCH FARE
2 tablespoons oil
Peanut Soup, Rolls,
cup peanut butter
Fruit and Cookies
2% cups chicken broth
or turkey stock
Peanut Butter Soup
1 cup tomato juice
An updated version of
% teaspoon white
a famous American
pepper
% teaspoon coriander
1 cup yogurt
Saute onion and
celery in oil until tender.
Stir peanut butter into
sauteed mixture. Add
stock, tomato juice, and
seasonings. Bring to a
boil and simmer about
10 minutes. Just before
serving, stir in yogurt.
Heat but do not boil.
Serve hot. Serves 4 to 6.
From "Soup Supreme"
(Rodale).

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

118 South 12st St. 75:1-0035

Sweaters
When you decide to lose weight...

OFF

CALL
DIET CENTER®

$1 75
No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru March 31. 1984
Hygienically Cleaned
Expertly Pressed

Shirts 690
Size 14-184 only
4 or more
Launderd, Folded on Hangers

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru March 31, 1984

Their Program works and it's totally
natural.

I LOST 70 POUNDS
AND IT TOOK JUST 16 WEEKS!

Skirts, Slacks
& Trousers

The combination of a nutritionally balanced diet, private
daily counseling and behavior modification make losing
weight quick and easy at Diet Center. I lost all the weight
I wanted to without hunger, loss of energy or the nervousness I had felt on other diets...But what's more Important. I learned how to maintain my weight and never
be fat again . I only wish I had heard about Diet Center
years ago. Their program is super.

Roberts has surgery
Ray Roberts, former Realtor in Murray,
underwent emergency heart surgery on Thursday. Persons may send him cards or letters to
Ray Roberts, Florida Hospital, 601 Rollins St.,
Orlando, Fla., 32800.

Lenten events planned
Fr. Louis F. Piskula will be celebrant at Mass
on Wednesday, March 14, at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church. His talk will be on the Sacrament of Annointing of the Sick. On Friday,
March 16, Stations of the Cross Devotions, Holy
Communion distributed and Benediction of the
Most Blessed Sacrament will be at 7 p.m. After
the sevice Fr. Piskula will review the Sacrament
of the Annointing of the Sick and entertain questions regarding the practice of the church surrounding this Sacrament. Stations of the Cross
will be said following the 9 a.m, mass also.

CWF groups will meet
Groups of Christian Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will meet on Tuesday,
March 13. Group I will meet at 10 a.m. in the
home of Mrs. John Quertermous, 1308 Wells
Blvd., with Dr. Ken Wolf to present the program
on "Stories of Creation." Group III will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs. Mike Holton, 1553
Oxford Dr., with Sheila Shaw to present the
program.

Free checks Wednesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given for
Senior Citizens at the Hazel Community Center
on Wednesday, March 14, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Edythe Frantz and Lela Carroll will be in charge
of the blood pressure checks. Lunch will be served at noon.

MICROWAVE
COOKING SCHOOL
Thurs. March 15
7:00 P.M.
School Conducted By A G.E. Home Economist.
Food— Prizes —
And Fun
Don't Miss
It!

can lose 17 to 25 pounds in just S weeks and, U
necessary, that rate of reduction can be sustained until you
have lost 50 75 or even 100 pounds and more
YOU

•

AND WE'LL TEACH YOU HOW
TO KEEP IT OFF
NO SHOTS•NO DRUGS•NO CONTRACTS
NO PREPACKAGED FOODS

-

ONE'S
Laundry
13th & Main
6th & Poplar

Patients dismissed

YOU CAN DO IT TOO!

No limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru March 31. 1984
Good Thru March 31. 1984
1111.1imiewaimimemisma
......mile=

& Cleaners

7512552

North 12th
603 Main

CALL TODAY

For a free,
introductory consultation
IT COULD CHANGE YOUR LIFE!
Mop.-Fri. 7 a.m.-12:30, 2:30-5:30 ,
Sat. 10 am.-NOon
Hwy. 641 N. The Village •
„ 753-002a
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Recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, were Grundy Falwell and David
Emerson, both of Murray. -

(Plain Skirts, No Pleats Please)
No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
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Denecia
to marry l‘lark Barrow

Jim Watson withdraws

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
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Ramsey-Barrow wedding April 6
Miss Denecia Ramsey
and Mark Barrow announce their approaching marriage to
be solemnized on Friday, April 6.
The vows will be exchanged at 6:30 p.m. at
the First Christian
Church, 111 North Fifth
St.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
No invitations will be
sent. All family and
friends are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.
Miss Ramsey is the
daughter of the late
Genola Harp Dunn and
the late Vernon
Ramsey. She presently
is a senior at Calloway
County High School.
Mr. Barrow is the son
of Ray and Juanita Barrow. He is a member of
the National Guard and
also a senior at
Calloway County High
School.
Both Miss Ramsey
and Mr. Barrow are active in the Junior
Reserve Officers Training Corps Program at
Calloway High. The
groom-elect and his attendants will be dressed
in JROTC ceremonial
dress uniforms.
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Anniversary event planned Sunday

ommunity... Continued from
page 4

Tuesday, March 13

Tuesday, March 13

Tuesday, March 13

with Mrs. Mike Holton
at 7:30 p.m.

Price elected KAGE president

MI

Tuesday, March 13
at 2 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Conn
Spencer, Rt. 4, Murray,
will celebrate their 50th
Murray Star Chapter wedding anniversary on
Baptist Young Women No. 433 Order of the Sunday, March 18.
A reception in their
of Westside Church will Eastern Star will meet
meet at 7 p.m. at the at 7:30 p.m. at lodge honor will be from 2 to 4
hall.
p.m. at the Ellis Center.
home of Sheri Ross.
Groups of CVVF of
Circles of First United
The event will be
Methodist Church First Christian Church
Senior citizens ac- hosted by their son,
Rebecca Whittaker
Women will meet as will meet as follows: I Group of First Baptist tivities will be at 9:30 Dale Spencer, and his
follows: Alice Waters at with Mrs. John Querter- Church Women will a.m. at Dexter Center; wife, the former JenSmith home, Bessie mous at 10 a.m • -id III meet with Mina Waters from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at nifer Smothers, along
Hazel and Douglas with their grandson,
Centers; from 10 a.m. to Chip Spencer.
Assisting with the
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
reception will be Mrs.
Bill Redden, sister-inLodge 23 of Fraternal law
of Mrs. Spencer,
Order of Police will
Mrs. Donnie Boyd and
meet at 8 p.m. at MurMrs. Randy Redden.
ray City Hall.
All friends and
• ---relatives are invited to
Wednesday, March 14
attend.
Homemakers Clubs
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer
will meet as follows:
were man-led March 17,
Harris Grove at 10 a.m.
1934, at Brewers with
at Ellis Center; Potterthe Rev. J.C. CArester
town at Colonial House
performing the
Smorgasbord at 10
ceremony.
a.m.; New Concord at
Their attendants were
Sirloin Stockade at 11:30
Wilma Hartsfield, Brian
a.m.; South Pleasant Galloway,
Wesley RedGrove with Donna
den and Christine
Jackson at 1:30 p.m.;
SCHOLARSHIP PRESENTED — The Jackson Purchase Section of the American South Murray and Cooper Smothennan.
Mrs. Spencer, the
Society for Quality Control recently presented a scholarship for $300 to Paducah Pacers, time and place
former Malinda RedCommunity College. Donald J. Clemens, right, director of PCC,accepted the check
not announced.
den, is the daughter of
from Jim Sexton, section chairman of ASQC, while C.B. Mathis, PCC regent, looks
the late Fred Redden
on. This scholarship, awarded annually to an entering freshman from West TenMr. and Mrs. Conn Spencer
Murray Bass Club is
and Clarinda Miles
nessee or West Kentucky planning to major in science or mathmetics, rotates bet- scheduled to meet
at Redden.
married for 50 years
ween U.T. Martin, Murray State University and PCC. This year's annual Quality 7:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Mr. Spencer is the son
Clinic will be Tuesday, March 13, at Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah. For infor- Stockade.
of the late Robert
mation call John Wallace, chairman, at General Tire, Mayfield, 1-247-6730.
Spencer and Ida Miller
Free blood pressure
Spencer.
checks for senior
-, ,etlizens will be given at
zel Center which will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Dr. Bill Price, pro- Price, who is the direc- tucky superintendent of p.m.
fessor of education at tor of secondary educa- public instruction, and a
Glamour magazine asked its readers to keep a
Murray State Universi- tion at Murray State, number of national
Senior citizens acdiary
of everything they ate for a three-day
ty, is the new president formerly served KAGE figures on the topic of tivities will
be from 10
period. Nutritionists who analyzed the results
of the 4,200-member as board member and gifted education.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at
noted that more than 1,3 of the sample was getKentucky Association secretary.
Price explained that Douglas Center.
ting less calcium than they should. Women betfor Gifted Education
parents
700
More than
KAGE is primarily an
ween the ages of 18 and 35 need 800 mg. of
(KAGE).
and teachers attended advocacy organization
Circles of First United
calcium daily. Two glasses of milk provide
He was elected at the the annual conference and said its work is vital Methodist Church will
almost 75 per cent of this amount. One and onerecent annual meeting and heard remarks by now because the Ken- meet as follows:
half ounces of cheddar cheese contain about the
of KAGE in Owensboro. Alice McDonald, Ken- tucky General Wesleyan
with
same amount of calcium as one glass of milk.
Assembly is in session Charlotte Barker at 7
•
in Frankfort.
p.m.; Hannah with
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
"We must give every Beryl Whaley at 7:30
legislator two p.m.; Ruth Wilson at
messages," he said. Russell home at 7:30
000
00
"First, there is a great p.m.
O
0
00
00
need for the programs
O 0 0
0
we've developed in KenEvents at First
O 00
000
tucky and they should Presbyterian Church
not be cut back or reduc- will include choir praced, and second, KACE tic,e and youth group at
MURRAY RENTAL & SALES VIDEO TAPE LIBRARY
Is a strong, committed 6:30 p.m. and session
advqcate for these pro- meeting at 7:30 p.m.
grams and will continue
to bring those issues
Paul Dailey, Jr., will
OFFER GOOD MON. MARCH 12
THURS., MARCH 15
before the Legislators discuss the ACT Proand public (pail they are gram on Cable TV at 7
satisfactorily p.m. service at Grace •
•
resolved."
Baptist Church.
•
Price joined the
Murray Christian •
laboratory school facul•
SELECTED TAPES
ty at Murray State in Women's Club will spon•
sor
"A
Day
Apart"
from
1968 as an instructor of
•
CIEDITA
mathematics and 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at •
Memorial
Baptist
RENTAL
physics. He became a
SALES
•
faculty member in the Church. This is open to •
CENTER
all
interested
women.
School of Education in
•
GETTING IN THE SWIM — Miss USA 1983, Julie
200 E. Mi.
753-0201
1970
and
is
now
director
•
Hayek, models the glamour suit of the season — a
Special Lenten serof the Summer
••••••••
one-piece black and white monokini with a shirred
•••••••••••••••••••
Challenge Series for vice will be at 7 p.m. at
front, plunge V-neck and high-cut leg. (From the
Leo's
Catholic
St.
gifted and talented high
JCPenney Miss USA Swimwear Collection).
Church.
school students.
.054K-7411\n.
Price earned the docRevelation Seminar
toral degree in Indiana will be at 7:30 p.m. at
University.
Holiday Inn.
Tucker at Overbey
753-8987 and 782-2867.
home and Maryleona
Mothers Morning Out Frost at Douglas home,
will be at 9 a.m. at First all at 9:30 a.m., and
United Methodist Faith Doran at church
at 2 p.m.
Church.

•

Magazine takes survey

• DeVanti's Wed. Special

10 oz. Chopped Steak
$329
& Salad Bar
Hamburger Plate sir
W/Fries

V.C.R. 8a NICOVIE SPECIAL

•

V.C.R. RENTAL FOR 1 WEEK ..
$2°°0N
RED DOT SPECIAL

$

1500

WE ARE MURRAY'S ONLY
COMPLETE RENTAL STORE

New book of information
released by government
WASHINGTON (AP)
— For people who love
lists, the government
has just produced the
book to end all books —
996 pages chock full of
information on just
about any place you can
think of in the United
States.
Page after page provides information on
such things as income
levels, population,
crime statistics, types
of jobs and even the
weather.
The coldest place in
January? Grand Forks,
N.D., with a bone rattling average daily
temperature of 2.2
degrees. The hottest
place in July? Yuma,
Ariz., at 93.6 degrees.
The book, published
March 8, is a gold mine
of information on the nation's 3,137 counties, 952
cities over 25,000
population and 7,749
towns of 2,500 or more.
It covers the biggest
— Los Angeles County,
population 7.5 million —
and the smallest, Loving County, Texas,
population 91.
While the hefty
volume carries the
rather mundane title
"County and City Data
Book — 1983,". it has
proven popular for the
Census Bureau. A new
edition comes out every
five years:
.-Want to know the
county with the highest
birth rate in the c.ountry? It's Geary County,

Kansas, with 42.6 births
per 1,000 women compared to the national
rate of 15.9.
The book lists the
richest county as Bristol
Bay Borough, Alaska,
with a median
household income in
1979 of $33,516 and the
richest city as Beverly
Hills, Calif., with a median per capita income
of $24,387, compared to
the national average of
$7,298.
The book costs $24 and
is available from the
U.S. Government Print ing Offic.e in
Washington, D.C.

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER (/r
PRE-SPRING SALE

We're happy to announce
that Michele Richardson,
bride-elect ofRoy Stewart, has
selected her decorating accessories from our gallery of
gifts. Michele and Roy will be
married April 7.

170
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PaintingClasses ifte
at Prices
1 You Can Now Afford\.
2 Classes—Starting
Thurs. March 15
First Class at 1:00,
Second Class at 6:30
Call Now For Reservations

All In -Stock

Armstrong No Wax

Shags and Plushes
(Excluding Yellow

P

.V. Vinyl

Tag Specials)

$3
49

10
% Off Sq. Yd.
Yellow Tag Specials Reduced As
Much As 50%

Sq. Yd.

All Other
In-Stock Vinyl

Selected Group of

Remnants

10 k Off

25%

Off

1

Artificial Turf
Marine Grade

'499

Car - Carpet

'25
°
Running Foot
Per

Sq Yd.

Special

Carpet Cleaning —
Professional
Installation

Wallpaper Sale
This Week Only

'399 Single Rolls
$299 Selected Rolls
..

awe OnWild
R
The Court Square

Open 8-5 Mon.-Fri, 8-4 Sat.
753-6660
SALE ENDS MARCH 17

.753:01159
gyp
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Farm loan procedures continue
The U.S. j2,!.Esartmet
of Agricult
Home Administration
has notified its field offices to continue normal
farm loan servicing
under procedures that
were distributed to local
offices in December.
FmHA Administrator
Charles W. Shuman
issued the instructors as
a result of a court order
entered in Coleman versus Block, a federal
court suit in Bismarck,
N.D. U.S. District Court

1

Judge Bruce Van Sickle been adopted under a
Illk.atIll—the- permanent temporary injunction of
injunction Feb. 17 pro- the court.
hibiting the Farmers
"The procedures spell
Home Administration out the options available
from foreclosing or tak- to Farmers Home Ading other adverse action ministration farm borwithout prior written rowers who may be havnotice to the borrowers ing trouble repaying
of their rights and op- their loans," Shuman
tions under the said. "We also explain
cirumstances.
to those borrowers the
However, the Judicial requirements they must
order will have little af- meet to qualify for loan
fect on Farmers Home servicing options, which
operations as new pro- could include consolidacedures already had tion of loans, rescheduling, remortizing loans
or deferral of payments.
"We will continue to

Department wants refund for contaminated meat
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Agriculture
Department wants its
money back for frozen
ground beef bought
from the Cattle King
Packing Co. of Denver.
Officials say the meat,
which had been destined
for school cafeterias,
was contaminated.
In all, the department
says that Cattle King
owes taxpayers $28

work with farmers on a
fair and businesslike
basis, and we will continue to use all available
options open to us to
help farmers whose
operations are feasible," he said.
Farmers Home Administration farm borrowers must continue to
live up to their
agreements with the
agency, a credit arm of
USDA, Shuman said.
"Nothing in the North
Dakota court order
Thorobred Computer
relieves borrowers of
Software Systems
and
their loan repayment
has just added a farm
responsibilities.
division to meet the
needs of an expanding
agriculture market.
Dale Outland of Outland
Farms has joined
Thorobred as an
agriculture consultant.
policyholders. Kentucky
Farm Bureau Insurance
compliments its
policyholders for their
safety and loss prevention record.

performancethat
gives you a bigger
cutof the earnings.
That's why you need this New Sfeecri" hybrid—for
a bigger cut of the eagnings year after year. And
that's why a lot of farmers are already banking on
0-4522, our #1 selling hybrid. High yields, along
with strong ear retention and strong stalks and
roots make it a consistent performer. So if you're
looking for a hybrid to deliver a bigger cut of the
earnings, look to 0-4522.See me for your order soon.
11. MASIM

MRMIV aMMIM
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Performance you can bank on.

Kentucky Farm
Bureau Insurance, on
its 40th anniversary, has
declared a 6 percent
dividend on its Farmowner policies that
were in force one year
The Kentucky Farm
or more on Dec. 31, 1983.
-This rneans•that over Bureau 45 - Kentucky's
three -fourths of a largest home-based promillion dollars will be perty and casualty comrefunded to more than pany. It has been con28,000 Kentucky Farm sistently awarded the
Bureau Farmowners highest ranking, A plus
policyholders.
(excellent), by A.M.
This dividend was Best Company, Inc., the
declared because of the foremost ranking serunusually good loss ex- vice for insurance
perience of these companies.

Irrigation Equipment
Demonstration
Thursday, March 15, from 12:00
to 4:00 on the Sherwood Potts
farm between Murray and Coldwater on Hwy. 121. On display
will be a small traveler for tobacco growers plus a large machine
for bigger acreage. So come by
and see the "E-Z RAIN" travelers
in action. They are the best equipment on the market at the cheapest
price. For further information call

Moore's Farm
Equipment

Buchanan's
Feed & Seed
industrial Road

Donald L. Houston,
administrator of the
department's Food
Safety and Inspection
Service, said Wednesday the meat was processed between late 1981
through Sept. 21, 1983.
The agency "has determined the beef is
adulterated and ciumot
be used for human
food," he said.
However, some of the

Computers meet forming needs

Farmowner policyholders
to be awarded refunds

• Consistent

million that was paid for
about 26 million pounds
of ground beef.
Most of the meat was
impounded last
September after reports
that it did not meet
federal standards and
was contaminated.
Charges also were made
that some of the ground
'beef came from animals
that had died prior to
normal slaughter.

Elkton, Ky.
(502)277,9077

753-5378

needs. In the not-todistant future a cornDale is well known to his
colleagues for his expertise in agriculture computing. Now all farm
operators in the region
can have his counsel
when considering a
computer for their

Students initiated into
agriculture fraternity

Ten students at Murray State University
have been initiated into
Alpha Zeta, a professional service and
honorary fraternity of
agriculture. The
Department of
Agriculture students
were initiated into the
Murray chapter of
Alpha Zeta at MSU in
ceremonies, March 7.
Alpha Zeta election is
limited to agriculture
students who have a
grade point average of
3.0 out of 4.0 after completing at least one
academic year of school
work. Scholarship,
leadership and
character are also considered for
membership.
The Murray Alpha
Zeta chapter now has 29
student members. The
chapter also has 72
alumni members who
have been initiated into
the chapter since it's
founding in 1981.
Each fall the fraternity sponsors a farm-city
breakfast to emphasize
the interdependance of
farmers -and trhan people. Other activities in-

elude seminars on
careers and issues in
agriculture.
Alpha Zeta is a professional fraternity of
agriculture that provides lifetime associations for men and
women in all areas of
agriculture. It was
founded in 1897 at Ohio
State University and
now has 80,000 members
and 64 chapters.
New members of the
Murray chapter of
Alpha Zeta are: Bradley
Earl Gilkey, a junior
from Princeton; Martin
Lee Norfleet, a senior
from Hopkinsville; John
Spillman, a sophomore
from Louisville; Shannon Turner, a junior
from Utica; .Shannon
Bart, a sophomore from
Grand Ledge, Mich.;
Darlene Van Dyke, a
senior from Dover,
Tenn.; Alan W.
Heinrich, a senior from
Clermont, Fla.; Bonnie
Lynn House, a senior
from Ahoskie, N.C.;
Diane Rader, a junior
from Willard, Mo.; and
Stephanie. Smith, a
toptomcrre from Great
Valley, N.Y.

puter will be essential to
all farm operations for
planning and record
keeping.
After years of searching for the computer
and software combination that goes together
to meet the needs of the
farmer in West Kentucky, Dale selected the
DEC Rainbow for use on
his farm. For the
smaller farmer Dale
has available the series
of Franklin Computers.
There is abundant software available to run on
both types of
equipment.
Here is what
Thorobred has available
for the agriculture user.
Two major brands of
computers, DEC Rainbow and Franklin Ace.
Several types of software that has been
carefully screened for
ease of use and functionality. For example,
the following programs
are available: Financial
Accounting, Row Crop
Management, Beef Cattle Management, Swine
Management, Orchard
Management and Accounting, Dairy
Management and
others. The Dairy, Beef
and Swine programs
even have an embryo
transplant module
available.
Dale would like to
visit with any farmer
who is getting ready to
add a computer into the
operations. Certainly,
he can save the farmer
a lot of time and provide
valuable counsel. You
can make an appointment with Dale by call-ink the store in Olympic
Plaza 753-7733.

Don't Risk Your Farm.

Good growing,
winners.

As a farmer, you have theaproblem of protecting yourself from all types
of losses to valuable farm property or possibly loss of the farm itself
because of a large liability settlement.
Give us a call today. We'll sit down with you and design a sound
insurance program that provides the protection you need for your farming
operation.

Purdom, Thurman
and McNutt
407 Maple
Dan McNutt

Kentucky puts more
bushels in the bin.
Congratulations to these Kentucky corn
growers. They were state winners in two
divisions Of ale National Corn Growers
Association Yield Contest. We're proud
of them.
1983 Class AA
Non-Irrigated Corn Yield Contest
Kentucky winner
First Place
John Douglas Mathis
Melber, KY
177.69 bu/acre
XL-72b

713-44)1
South Side — Court Sgt.

BIG
ON SMALL
MS.

Bob Sanger
Hickman, KY
XL-71

162.79 bu/acre

_
Sole tractor on a small farm or
chore tractor on a big farm. The
Kubota L345 is a giant in its class.
Standard features on both the
two- and four-wheel drive models
include live rear PTO,draft and
position control, power steering, and
a29PTO h.p. 4-cylinder diesel
engine. And it handles implements
like a plow,cultivator, front loader,

3100 Sycamore Road • DeKalb, 1L60115

-O€ AL re a roosstarad brand nem* Mandan alimagnata hyboris Ass concittion 04 sway plasm
nor* staternant of sifratact warranty anti rernedy on DEKALI9PFIZEP INNETCS onlifrs and tags

Oklahoma
farming
figures
revised
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
— About a year ago the
Agriculture Department estimated the
average farm in
Oklahoma netted only
$14 in 1981. Now, the
department says the
correct figure is $8,193
per farm.
The revised figures
for Oklahoma and other
states are included in an
annual report,
Economic Indicators of
the Farm Sector, by ttie
department's Economic
Research Service.
According to USDA
officials, a reason for
the revised numbers
was that farm production expenses had been
over-estimated during a
three-year span, 1979
through 1981.
For example, last
year's report showed
1981 farm production expenses nationally at
$141.6 billion. The new
report puts them at $137
billion, a margin of
more than 3 percent or
about $4.6 billion.
The revised expenses
for 1980 totaled $128.6
billion, down from $130.5
billion as previously
reported, and 1979 production costs were
reduced to $118.1 billion
from nearly $119 billion.
Farm production
costs in 1982 were
estimated at $140.1
billion, the report said.
The 1982 statistics did
not appear in the yearago report.

Poultry
industry up

1983 Irrigated Corn Yield Contest
Third Place

suspected meat that
was processed earlier
apparently ended up in
school cafeterias.
The decision to seek a
refund was based in
part on a guilty plea in
federal court in Denver
last month of a former
Cattle King supervisor,
Larry Dell Andrews, to
charges that he and
other plant employees
"took part in the processing of meat from
animals that died other
than by slaughter,"
Houston said.
The estimated 26
million pounds of contaminated ground beef
includes about 18
million pounds impounded last Sept. 22
that had been sold for
delivery in the 1983-84
school year, said an
agency spokesman,
John McClung. It also
involves about 8 million
pounds that had been
produced previously, including an unknown
amount that apparently
was consumed.
McClung said that of
the 8 million pounds,
"the bulk of it, obviously, has been used" by
schools. But he added
that "there is no reason
to believe there was a
health threat" from the
meat.

-•

front blade, rear-mount mower and
backhoe without a problem.
Compare the L345 tractor.
You'll find it sizes up nicely.

0KUBOTA*

Nothing like it on earth'"

1934 — 1984

PAcKeei Equipment Co
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky's $25
million poultry industry
is experiencing a boom
at the beginning of 1984,
according to
Agriculture Commissioner David Boswell.
Boswell said Kentucky's poultry industry
is benefiting from the
problems suffered by
other producers. Summer heat, winter cold
and the spread of avian
influenza in the northeast have decimated
flocks, Boswell said.
Egg prices are up
about 50 cents per dozen
In the past four months
and the prices for whole
fryers and chicken
breasts are also up,
Boswell said.
"While the rise in
poultry. prices is not
good news to consumers, it does have a
positive side," Boswell
said. "It means Kentucky's 'potati, flocks
are-healthy and remain relatively untouched by
the problems affecting
flocks throughout the
nation."
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753-1423
Fryi".

Wet 50-mc warranty In passenger cars. Prices
with trade-In

No 1545= Lightweight,Strong forward tumed steps make digging
U30111 4106-12190

$4095
pr.
$37 3
Reg. sug. pr. $44.50

6-voit No. END-i. Fi,
:s many tractors, other
equipment, N05410100.
Reg. sug.

Rya SU% Pr
Sale price
Rebate from Ames

$47.50

12-volt No. EHO-24. sits many Chrysler, GM
models. .1054-10200.

Re9 sug pr. $433.00
No C1SDAB Textured folks Polyurethane insulation In
wigwam and
bottom. Aclaustable comma Key elect MIL 41200123S.

pr. $44.50

12-volt No. EHD-71. Fits late model GM Cars.
$395.
#354-1260
Reg. sug. pr

Dog Food
Special

$46.00
$44”
12-voi: EHD-74. Fits late model GM cars.
#054-10258.
Reg. sug. pr. $52.50

CO-OP SPD
Passenger
Tires

I

$714110 Mfr.
.01114111 231
.00•11111.,

SOX charges 7-10 miles
Sold state Twin fuses U9710109 protection •081-25045.

Ott L.11 Red Cat Canner 6 the taste
cats love. the nutntion they need

Pr US 00
"
a1 rod •••
tlaa

O2134730
.70 ti 1101
0011. 11•••

171 141

Reg SUS

$3731
%ON

P713/710 13 1G71- 131

Reg sug FS170 CO
tc hr 231 aluatmoo. 12 1.2 ,a0 111177.71 laltto12 1 2 •
01 Las 0w70.11710 .11/010 P0.0 Ca.• I
0120.1 n70.07
101101% two a It.. OW war Yr

NO NCSS-2S higmpretkint
murause
mpg Sef-psirr1131
Herrytirry Oat
Deanna motor K40.11110

836•9

P309/730141171-141

Reg Sag 17r Ilea 00

P775/730-13 11471-151

Stock Up.

Cattle
Feeder

1/2-hp
Shallow Well
Jet Pump

41
want

Cat Food
Price Cut

Reg. sug. pr. $65.00

7•11
.1.1• 1 2 0,7
0101 1 NOY
9
U471117 47000
11

Reg

115-V
Solid State
Fence
Controller
Universal

Stock up novo on Rig Red Nuggets.
top nutrition plus top taste than

Motto High-tensile
Field Fencing
,6341112171111
II

$13.60
995
300

$37 5

12-vOlt No. EH0-24F. Fits many Ford Motor Co.
product-5. #05410220.
Reg. sug.

11-hp 38-in.
Lawn Tractor

15 Cu. ft.
Chest Freezer

DIG-EZY Shovel

NO WV-ICCIO For salt and mineral.
Wind turns hood for protection
Sturdy steel. 4103-24302

pr si44.co

Res sus pr. $89.50

•JO .1114001 LanLOS PUfltts ww• Casa
42a,
11701111 1
.40
7•70 taao red/Unto

Controlled Air
Water Tanks
C•021 0011011112
oe•ae•n rer....
.
0
70,
.1410110 1/11 41 1/2 .10

Lawn/lea -bag Kart

em sup co $id co

30 213010.Yam on Ring asy

10 CACI WOO UM
7.20707, a CM] adt Lam
• 01141. 1/2 11a121 Ra tan
119 lug pr 1117C0

NO GMT

0011111.111:110)1791

Motto Barbed Wire

010

Mom& 010711370

R.4 SANa PT
Sale price
Rebate froM Ames

Reg.sug.pr. $384.00
No. 12-2205
#100-25233.

110001/07L

Mao ao.•loo•li•r• toll
6110•01110•111aft
619 0.10 Of P1702

621 50
1650
SOO

$2425

NM-type
Electrical Cable

Deluxe Yard Lights
10301( Pliartry 01311711ty 11031111 1101713-115er9 A14OrnaCK On at
OAR get at Paw.
1111r0.ry

1C77., IT 14

1100

Reg sug pr

Vow net Cost .

r.41 71 '14 4110 NIL'

Reg sug
Reg
iron

meitalk

071111

sug pr $2950

07.1710 711V MM.MEAN.
,

Steel Panel Gates

--A

$3810

9306-14 1/2-ga
POO -11604i

12-11

Reg. sug. pr. $74.00

04401 ria.101.121

Mos sup pr SeiSO

010 DIMON 10011 22106,

Rig sug pr S51.00
swum yaw unit In MOH 11091 -23010

$4150
arCto

11 II

vapor ught

414l..

S1900

Tractor
Spray Pump

$4100
II It 00 10174 000 Ma, .•
11C0
Reg sup pr 3
,

$714130-red roll

No. 6500C 6r045 cast-iron nypro
pump. Standard PTO coupler 106681770M
Reg. sus pr. $77.50

10474-14 1/2-ga
140131 -1160M

Reg. sug. pr. $83.00

$9110

B-660
Multi-Purpose

Reg sug pr $106.00

Grease

20-rod roll
9394-12 1/2-9a
110es-116121

,1030020-rod

roll
10474-12 1 /2 ga
(409i 116141.
Reg sug. pr. $120.00
monoix 1/2-ga equah regular 121 / 2-ga in strength. Motto 12 1/2-ga
equals regular 11.ga Eas) installation handling Plus Clan II tint
coating- tynce as thick for longer kfe

Cutter
Paste Worme

99

3 3/4-gal.
Galvanized

Tub
$350

$439

por tuba
'

Reg. sus pr. $1.10

12 doses,
6 grams ea.
4114-21920

Here's you' diaround high-performance lube In a cartridge
4052-S401S

•. 75

Reg.sug. pr. $15900
#102-32110

Reg. sug pr. $5.25
No U.Heavy cliJty Supolor rust
protection .070-05150

2-gal
Compressed
5-cu ft

Wheelbarrow

Tomato
Gard

Air
Sprayer

Gas Can

'22"

N102-32113.

$730

Req. 5U9. Pr. $12.00
48-irt x 30-ft. roll

Reg. sug. pr. $3050
No. 152U
#102-41022

Reg. sug. pr. $91.50

2 1/2-gal

Reg. siig pr. $1065
0070-05303
NO. SP2 1/2

NO81-14850

Precision

Garden
Seeder

Lawn Fence
$1595

Castrator

$4195

Reg sug. pr $25.00
36-in. x 50-ft.
A081-13925

A

$
r

895

$
9
64)
Reg. sug. pr. 513.50
No. 18-470
#105-11790

Reg. sug. pr. $27.35
No. 0305
0066-96000W

NOW!
"%4102-32014
10D1Pr

Garden
Hoe

Ideal Band

Weed-B-Con
Weed Killer
tit
No 39613 Controls broadleaf weeds
Doesn't harm grasses. Contains 2,4-0
and MCPP e102-55510
Reg sug pr $795

Fertilmix
Potting Soil
$945
No. 812. Loose, light, scientifically
formulated soil for Indoor plants.
0102-35050.

Reg. sug. pr. $3.60

30-in

$349
16 oz

3/4-In

Earth
Anchor

Iodine
Wound
Spray

Hitch
Pin

srsot

$
2
75

Reg. sug. pr. $3.70
No. 3305A
008114150

#114-23588

Rea soil Pr. $4.40
1220 e107-17045

II
Grip-Spur
Traction

Truck
Tires
$581°
7 00 x 15 Load Range

Reinforced

Garden.
Hose
NO 20421 SO ft SI in 4100 Ps
buret-Strength arms coon
5102-11174

010••••••••••••••••
• •I! a

•

Fence
Posts

C

(Tube Type)
$71

Reg sug. pr $1350

Electric

Res sus pr $10.50
oten-Gro wipes out aromas
alma wow It fee& aao tram
Lao)* ft •102-37n7

Reg. sug. pr $2900
No MIMS 3-ft tory clepth
therm00111110C reduces breakage
Variable now, e0e..12714

OMNI
of 311

117 so x 16 Load Range D
(Tube typo

Reg. sug. ix $32.00
Roubd steel post Clamped-on
wry-aroma anchorage* 2 irssu
liters per cost *Ott-34780

Deep tread Rugged off road ser
vice Cut Migrant agewall rti12.
Oar Nylon cord 000y

•••••

•
us.

SHD

Motor Oil
411
"
(95c Qt

cese if
12

Vise-Cup

Pliers

Sae price 99 each
Res sug. pr $1 15

Reg sug pr $1100

outstanding engine protection
Seen a-SD-Se-SF 5064-11965

No 1oat era 104n Ma Wont
op instant Mew acoOtaiia

:ork

•-•

- rommir
.".
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Pairings released for NCAA tourney
•-••

1

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP )- Most of the power
lies east of the Mississippi in college basketball
this year,' say the men who put together the
NCAA Tournament.
The Atlantic Coast, Big East and Southeastern
conferences bagged almost 25 percent of the invitations to the 53-team NCAA Tournament announced Sunday, including the top seed in all but
one of four regionals. The ACC, which produced
the last two national champions in North
Carolina and North Carolina State, placed five
teams in the tournament, and the Big East and
Southeastern each had four.
Conspicuously missing from the ACC's entries
was North Carolina State, last year's Cinderella
champions who finished this year with a 19-13
record and had to settle for the 'National Invitation Tournament.
The top-ranked North Carolina Tar Heels, who
have lost twice in 29 games, were installed as the
top seed in the East Region, while Georgetown,
the Big East champ and No. 2 team in the
Associated Press Top Twenty, was shipped far
from its Washington, D.C., campus to be the top
seed in the West.
DePaul, hoping to give retiring Coach Ray
Meyer his first national championship in a
storied 42-year career, is the top seed in the
Midwest. Kentucky, the SEC champ, is No. 1
seed in the Mideast. The top four seeds in each
region get byes into the second round and Dave
Gavitt, chairman of the nine-man Division I
Basketball Committee, said those 16 teams may
represent the tourney's strongest field ever.
"The No. 1 and No. 2 seeds in each region look
awfully, awfully tough," Gavitt, commissioner
of the Big East, said at a news conference.
The tournament begins on Tuesday and runs
through the rest of the month, with more than
$600,000 awaiting the semifinalists when they get
to Seattle.
Kicking things off, the champions of the 10
weakest of the 29 Division I conferences - as
decided by the committee - go at each other in
Philadelphia and Dayton, Ohio, on Tuesday.
Those five winners will join the automatic
qualifiers from the other;19 conferences and 24
at-large entries and begin first-round action at
sites around the nation this weekend.
Moving the Georgetown Hoyas out of their
natural region seemed certain to trigger controversy, and Gavitt admitted it was one of the
committee's closest calls. The Hopp might actually jump ahead of North Carolina Tuesday
when the final poll is released since North
Carolina lost to Duke over the weekend in the
ACC tournament.
"North Carolina has been No. 1 all year,"
Gavitt pointed out. "They have only two defeats.
It would have been committee over-reaction to
seed North Carolina anywhere but in the East."
Also among the missing were Bucknell, 24-5;
Tennessee-Chattanooga, 23-6; New Mexico,
24-10, and the one-time king of college hoops,
UCLA. It's the first time the Bruins have not
been invited to play in the NCAA Tournament
since 1966, discounting when they were on probation two seasons ago.
The Big 10 and Southwest Conference each put
three teams in the tourney. Dayton was the only
independent taken besides DePaul.
One of the more intriguing matchups could occur early in the Mideast, where Kentucky and
Louisville could meet in the regional semifinals
in Lexington, Ky.
The preliminary round games in Philadelphia
pit Northeastern against Long Island at 4 p.m.
EST, Richmond against Rider at 7 p.m. and
Princeton against San Diego at 9:30 p.m. In
Dayton, Morehead State goes against North
Carolina A&T at 6:30 p.m. and Alcorn State
meets Houston Baptist at 9 p.m.
The regional championships will be held in
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GAME WINNER - Kentucky sophomore Kenny
Walker hit a 15-foot shot as time expired to give the
Wildcats their first SEC title since 1978. The shot
downed Auburn, 51-49, in Saturday's championship
game.
File photo by Hal Crouch

Mar 17, Memphis
PVIIIU11(214)

Fresno Si (23-7)

nu,:=4"°

March 23,
St. Louis
Mar 17, Memphis
Mousten 1754

Lexington (Mideast), Los Angeles (West), Atlanta (East) and St. Louis (Midwest). In the
semifinals March 31 at Seattle, it will be the
Mideast champion vs. the West champion and
the East winner against the champion of the
Midwest.
The championship game in this, the richest
NCAA Tournament ever, will be in Seattle April
2. NCAA staff officials estimate that teams
eliminated in the opening or first rounds will
receive about $153,500; reaching the regionals
will be worth about $460,500, and the Final Four
teams will each get more than $600,000.
First-round action in the Mideast begins
Thursday at Birmingham with AlabamaBirmingham, 23-10, meeting Brigham Young,
19-10, and Oregon State, 22-6, going against West
Virginia, 19-11. Top-seeded Kentucky, 26-4, gets
the BYU-Birmingham winner on Saturday and
third-seeded Maryland, the ACC postseason
tournament champion, meets the Oregon StateWest Virginia winner.
On Friday in Milwaukee, Louisville, 22-10,
meets the preliminary round winner between
Morehead State, 24-5, and North Carolina A&T,
22-6. Tulsa, 27-3, will await the winner on Sunday.
Villanova, 18-11, and Marshall, 25-5, play in the
other Mideast first-round game on Friday, with
the winner meeting co-Big Ten champion Illinois, 24-4, on Sunday.

In first-round games in the West Region on
Thursday in Salt Lake City, Nevada-Las Vegas,
27-5, faces the preliminary round winner between Ivy League champion Princeton, 17-9, and
San Diego, 18-9; and Louisiana State, 18-10,
meets Dayton 18-10. Texas-El Paso, 27-3, will
take on the Vegas-Princeton-San Diego winner
on Saturday, and Oklahoma, 29-4, will face the
LSU-Dayton victor.
In Pullman, Wash., on Friday, Miami of Ohio,
24-5, meets Southern Methodist, 24-7, and
Nevada-Reno, whose 17-13 record is the poorest
In the tournament field, goes against
Washington, 22-6. On Sunday, Georgetown, 29-3,
gets the 1)/fiarni-SMU winner, and Duke, 24-9,
goes against the winner between Washington and
Nevada-Reno.
In the East Region at Charlotte, N.C., firstround action on Thursday has Temple, 25-4,
meeting St. John's, 18-11, and Auburn, 20-10, going against the preliminary round winner between Richmond, 20-9, and Rider, 20-10. North
Carolina, 27-2, will take on the Temple-St. John's
winner and Indiana, 20-8, will meet the winner
between Auburn and Richmond-Rider on
Saturday.
On Friday in East Rutherford, N.J., in the
other .East first-round games, Virginia, 17-11,
meets Iona, 23-7, and Virginia Commonwealth,
22-6, meets the preliminary round winner bet-

ween Northeastern, 26-4, and Long Island
Uni*rsity, 20-10. The winner of that game gets ,
Syracuse, 22-8, and Arkansas takes on the
Virginia-Iona winner on Sunday.
In the Midwest on Thursday, Memphis is the
site of first-round action between Memphis
State, 24-6, and Oral Roberts, 21-9, and Fresno
State, 25-7, and Louisiana Tech, 25-6. Houston,
27-4, the runnerup in last year's championship
game to North Carolina State, will meet the winner between Fresno and Louisiana Tech on
Saturday. Purdue, 21-6, plays the Memphis
State-Oral Roberts winner on Saturday.
On Friday in Lincoln, Neb., it will be Illinois
State, 22-7, vs. Alabama, 18-11, and Kansas, 21-9,
aga,inst the preliminary round winner between
Alcorn State, 20-9, and Houston Baptist, 24-6. On
Sunday in Lincoln, Wake Forest, 21-8, meets the
winner between Kansas and Alcorn State.
Houston Baptist and Meyer's DePaul Blue
Demons launch their bid for the title against the
Alabama-Illinois State winner.

-t

Moments after the NCAA selections were an
nounced, North Carolina State was invited to
participate in the 32-team National Invitation
Tournament. It will be the first time since 1980,
when Michigan State failed to be invited, that the
defending champion has not made the NCAA
field.

North Carolina State shoots for NIT Final Four instead of NCAA
NEW YORK (AP) North Carolina State
will not be defending its
NCAA championship
this year. Instead, the
Wolfpack had to settle

for the National Invitation Tournament and a
possible trip to New
York.
The Wolfpack, 19-13,
were among 32 teams

•-
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"We've just
arrived in
Murray
but we've
been around
113 years.
Let us help
you with your
Investment
needs."

Randy Saladin

-As a Rewstered Representaiwe ol Edward D Jones & Co I can help
yOu wth al of yOuf investment decagons We have more than 112 years
of .n.esrmem experbence and the products we oiler have withstood
We have available a wide range 01 worriment
opporgungtes wirludIng ,

selected Sunday to play
in the NIT, the nation's
oldest college basketball tournament, and
will begin play with a
home game against
Florida State, 19-10, on
Thursday night.
"I think it's interesting that we drew
Florida State since
we're starting a homeand-horrie series with
them next year," said
North Carolina State
Coach Jim Valvano.
"Now it looks like we're
starting it a year
earlier.
"Florida State is a
very talented team.
They beat Virginia Tech
twice, and everybody
knows what Virginia
Tech did to us (a
24-point rout). It obviously is going to be a
tough game."

11w (est o) time

•

U.S. Government Guaranteed Bonds

• Tax-Free Municipal Roads
• Investment Grade Corporate Bonds
• IRA and KEOGH Retirement Plans
• Insured Tax-Free Roads
• Comtism@ and Preferred Stocks.
When you get ref* to Malltf your mt.( wwestment decaan.;Ovate
coM in.. or bettor yet stop by the Once and let me show you how
&lewd0 Jones & Co has been serymg conswyerryt ewes:ors s'rwr
1971

The NIT also grabbed
another member of last
year's NCAA Final Four
in Georgia, 17-12. The
Bulldogs will visit
Tennessee Chattanooga, 23-5, for
their NIT opener
Wednesday night.
The 16 first-round
games will be played
Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday at campus
sites, except for a Friday night doubleheader
at the Philadelphia
Palestra with Boston
College, 17-11, meeting
St. Joseph's (Pa.), 20-8,
and La Salle, 20-10, facing Pittsburgh, 16-12.
The rest of the first
round:
Wednesday - Old
Dominion, 20-10, at
Notre Dame, 17-11;
Lamar, 25-4, at New
Mexico, 24 - 10 ;

"I know computers inside and out,
like Block knows taxes."
"I'm trained to know computers, not taxes. So I
rely on H&R Block for tax preparation. Block
keeps up with the tax changes. They're trained to
spot every deduction and credit I'm entitled to.
They must be good;
three out of evers
four Block clients
get a refund."

R. Randall Saladin
522 W. Main
Pe4.°"Is know
riherr
Call Vow Local E 0 loner Likeromentatow Tarim

LA

Edward D. Jonas 11 Co.
• • •••••
• ••
.
111.1.• 1.1.••••1•••••••••••••
VP-3-40

Nitwit'',to

WM BLOCK ir

PhINIO: 733-9204
903 Arcadia
Weekdays.
9 cat.-S pas. Set.
p.o.
s.st.4
9
Opus

Southwestern Louisiana, 20-8, at Utah
State, 19-10; Florida,
16-12, at South Alabama,
22-7; St. Peter's (N.J.),
23-5, at Tennessee, 19-13.
Thursday Nebraska, 17-11, at
Creighton, 17-13; Ohio
State, 15-13, at Xavier of
Ohio, 20-9; Marquette,
16-12, at Iowa State,
16-12; Georgia Tech,
18-10, at Virginia Tech,
18-12; Wichita State,
18-11, at Michigan,
18-10; Santa Clara, 22-8,
at Oregon, 16-12.
Friday - Fordham,
19-14, at Weber State,
22-8.
Creighton is coached
by Willis Reed, who led
the New York Knicks to
a pair of National
Basketball Association
championships. Reed
would like nothing bet-

ter than to return to his
old stamping grounds.
"If we can continue to
play like we have, we
can win a couple of
games in the NIT,"
Reed said. "Personally,
I'd like to win three
games and go to New
York.!'

State, will take part in cept for two years ago
the NCAA tournament when they were on
this year.
probation.
The NIT was snubbed
"We received a bid
by UCLA, 17-11, which from the National In.
was not invited to the vitation Tournament,
NCAA tournament, the but decided not to acfirst time since 1966 the cept it," said UCLA
Bruins have not been in- Athletic Director Pete
cluded in the field ex- Dalis.

The eight second round games will be
played next Sunday and
Monday,followed by the
quarterfinals March
23-24, all at sites around
the country. The
semifinals will be
played March 26 and the
finals March 28, both at
MOREHEAD, Ky. record, and the Eagles
Madison Square (AP) - Forwards Jeff earned their
finals berth
Garden, where the en- Tucker and Earl Har- with an 80-64
pasting of
tire tournament was rison calmly dropped in Murray State Friday
played until five years two free throws each in night.
ago.
the final seconds SaturHarrison, a 6-foot-7
The defending NIT day night to lift senior from Lindenchampion, Fresno Morehead State to a wold, N.J., grabbed a
47-44 victory over game-high 13 rebounds
Youngstown State and and hit nine of 11 free
send the Eagles to the throws and three of
NCAA basketball tour- seven from the field to
nament as Ohio Valley lead the winners with 15
Conference champions. points. Guard Ray
eCoMperitIVe Rates
Morehead, 24-5, Robinson had 10 re*Guaranteed Lifetime Income
almost became the third bounds and 14 points for
•Waiver of Premium for Disability Option
regular-season cham- Youngstown.
• Good Neighbor Service
pion in as many years to
Harrison, the MVP of
stumble in the league the tournament, and
tourney, but pulled out reserve guard Arthur
Jene Rogers
the victory on the four- - "Pee Wee" Sullivan,
233-9627
of-four free-throw who had 20 points for
201 S. 6th
shooting in the final nine Morehead Friday night,
seconds of the cham- represented the cham-pionship game.
pions on the all ,
wont)°
,
1.4e a good'
-Am fain' is thee.
y
- tzAirnament
Coach WitYrie - Mardrs-horibred tvere Robinson
. CC
100th in six seasons at and Fimko of
Morehead. His Eagles ..Youngstown and guard.
grabbed the regular Craig Talley of Murray
mrtivOlir• Onommen•
season title with a 12-2 State.

Morehead St. wins
OVC crown, 47-43;
Talley earns honor

IRA?
Check with State Farm
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Lela Amt
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Two seconds and two points separate Calloway from state trip

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calloway County
came within two points
and two seconds of
representing the First
Region in the boys
Sweet 16 state tournament in Lexington this
week.
But Saturday's onepoint loss to Marshall
County, 44-43, ended the
Lakers goals of a state
championship one game
short.
The end of the state
line for Calloway came
when John Mark Potts
missed two free throws
with :02 remaining in
the regional finals at
Murray State's Racer
Arena. But CCHS Coach
Jack Pack was adamant
that the loss wasn't one
player's fault.
"There were other
mistakes in the game,
other shots we missed
earlier that were just as
important," Pack said.
"It just happened that
he WEIS the last one at
the line. I'm proud of the
way we played tonight.
We proved we could
play with Marshall.
There were at least 4,000
people here tonight who
didn't think we could do
it but we knew we
could."
The one-point loss was
such a turnaround from
the Fourth District

CONSOLATION — (Lett)
Calloway's John Mark
Potts receives consolation
from Marshall County's
Barry Goheen following
Saturday's 44-43 regional
championship game.
(Right) Murray State
President Kale Stroup
presents the Lakers with
their second straight First
Region runnerup trophy.
Photos by Jim Rector

championship exactly a
week prior that it left
many Marshall Countyians impressed.

basketball all year long.
I've been in coaching
nine years now and my
hat's off to the way
Calloway kept after it
tonight. They had excellent players, excellent coaching and excellent fan support
tonight."
The turnaround from
last week's 92-57
thrashing at Marshall
County didn't surprise

One in particular was
first-year Marshal
coach Allen Hatcher.
"I have to take my hat
off to Calloway," he
said. "We played their
game tonight and that's
the first time we've
played somebody else's

Late-night, early morning matches
give Murray State netters 7-1 mark
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
— Murray State's men's
tennis team may change
its name from the
Racers to the Night
Owls after their weehour victories this
weekend.
Because of inclement
weather the host
Evansville University
officials couldn't play
outdoors and had to
reserve indoor space at
the only times
available.
So Murray State
started its first matches
against the University
of Louisville at 11 p.m.
Friday night and finished at 4:40 a.m. Saturday. The Racers won
the midnight matches,
7-2, but lost in the early
morning matches to the
University of MiamiOhio, 6-3.
Saturday night the
Racers played host
Evansville, starting at 8
p.m. and finally won,
6-3, at 4:10 a.m. Sunday.
Said MSU Coach Bennie Purcell, "We're not
like college basketball
teams where we're
guaranteed a place to
play every night.
Because of the weather
sometimes we have to
play when and where we
can.
"At least we did get to
play this weekend and
at least we won two of
the three matches we
played."
The victory over U of
L was a pleasure as well
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Bowling
Diller or Dollar
Bowling League
3-0-84
Teem
Tabors Acoustical
56
Joyce Noel Tax Service 551,á
Wingloot Golf Shop
454
Nubbins Used Cars
40%
Paradise Kennels
40%
The Optimists
38
High Team Game .9C)
Tabors Acoustical
Nubbins Used Cars
Wingfoot Golf
High Team Game INC
Taber, Acoustical
Nubbins Used Can
Wingfoot Golf
High Team Series I SC I
Nubbins Used Cars
Tabers Acoustical
Paradise Kennels
High Team Series 1,111C)
Nubbins Used Cars
Wingfoot Golf
Taben Acoustical
High Ind Game 1SC)
Lots Smith
Ethelene McCaig:in
Hilda Bennett
High Ind. Game IBC)
Lois Smith
Sally Anne Sawyer
Hilda Bennett
High Ind. Series .81C
Lois Smith
Nancy Todd
Ethelene McClellan
High Ind Series IBC)
Lois Nnith
Hilda Bennet
Joyce Noel
High Avenges
Ethelene McCallon
Lois Smith
Kamp -Talc -

-7

a
Is

to
i5

e-

•

.1.

36
36%
441%
51%
51%
54
529
515
492
643
641
618
14413
1380
11181
1641
1733
1720
212
189
188
236
235
231
540
521
506
638
616
176
138
186d

-oe
Pipes &
Accesserie-,
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
6145
St
Murray fain In
Bldq

•Iplv

AO •

as a surprise to Purcell scheduled to go to Memwho said the Cardinals phis State today, but
have a very good team rain may cause the matthis year. Miami of Ohio ches to be postponed.
was "the strongest team Purcell was told by the
we've played this year," Memphis coach that the
according to the Racer teams could get indoor
coach, but the match- - courts at about 9:30
was not decided until tonight, but the Racer
the very end.
coach politely declined,
Two of the three saying he'd had enough
three-set matches were late-night tennis for
won by Miami giving awhile.
the Racers their first
Wednesday the
loss against eight op- Racers are scheduled to
ponents this season. The visit Middle Tennessee
squads Wete tied, 3-3, •and Thursday they
going into the doubles travel to Mississippi
where Murray lost at State to play three
No.1, 6-4, 6-4; and at teams including
No.3, 6-2, 6-4.
Alabama-Birmingham
The Racers were and Tulane.

Pack, though. "Last
week was a fluke," he
insisted. "We knew we
could play with t4em.
But we had to have the
lead tonight to pull this
one off. We've been
through a lot of confusion, a lot of controversy
this year and a lot of
people wrote this team
off early," Pack said.
"But these guys totally
dedicated themselves to
the game and I tell you,
I've never been as proud
of a team as I am of
these guys right now."
Pack's pride showed
in the tears that welled
unashamedly in his'eyes
in ;,he silent lockerroom
only a short distance
from where the state
tournament dreams
died a few, moments
before.
The Lakers had overcome a 30-23 halftime
disadvantage and clawed their way back to
respectibllity behind the
double-digit scoring of
Todd Albritton (13),
Potts (10) and Brad
Skinner (10).
It was a Potts bank
shot with 3:47 that really got the fullhouse
crowd rocking in the
fourth period as he put
the Lakers ahead, 43-42.
From that point on,

few of the 5,550-plus fans
remained in their seats.
Marshall County
evened the score at
43-all when Albritton
fouled Jerry Powell who
hit the first of a two-shot
penalty, but missed the
second. That was at 2:58
and 2:50 expired before
the Marshals would
score again.
In the meantime, both
teams had opportunities
to score, both committed turnovers and both
went into stall games
and ate up valuable
seconds.
The final Calloway
floor error came when
Jamie Johnson was called for travelling while
the Lakers were playing
keepaway with 1:06 on
the . clock. Marshall
County stalle10 off all but
14 seconds bkfore calling timeout.
When the Marshals
came back on the floor,
Barry Goheen, the
team's leading scorer
and the game's best
with 21 points, was set
up as a catalyst to
penetrate and dish off to
a teammate in a
designated baseline
position. He would then
take the final set shot.
However, Calloway
crossed up Hatcher's

plan by playing man-to- ing into Goheen's hands
John Tyler, Carlisle
man instead of a zone to end the game.
County's center, receivand when the Marshals'
Despite the loss, ed the Rex Alexander
final sbot missed a Calloway placed two Award, honoring
the
scramble on the boards players — Johnson and senior who displayed
resulted. Goheen was Skinner — on the All- the most leadership,
fouled with :08 remain- Region Team, selected character, and
sporting and hit his first shot, by the First Region smanship during ,.the
but missed his second.
Tournament coaches. tournament.
Johnson grabbed the Also honored were
Championship Game
CALLO WAY CO 43 - Potts 50-2
rebound and Calloway Goheen and Cary Allen
Skinner 4 2-2 10. Johnson 3 0-0 6
called timeout to set up of Marshall County, 10;
Sheridan 2 0-0 4, Albritton 6 12 13
- 20.38 3-6 43
Totals
for its final shot.
Terry Shumpert and
CO 144 - Goheen 9
"We didn't have Myron Davis of 3-5MARSHALL
21, Miller 2 2-3 6. Powell 2 1-25
anyone in particular we Paducah Tilghman, Pat Allen 30-1 6. Butler 2 1-25 Filbe, 0
1 Totals - 18-42 8-1544
were going to although Hammett and Steve 1-2Halftime
- MC 30 CC 23 Tutal
we knew they would be Roof of St.Mary's, Mike Fouls - CC 14, MC 11 Rebounds 21 Rebound leaders 25.
CC
MC
looking for us to go to Miller of Wingo and
Goheen 14. Miller - 6 Sk tine r 6.
either Brad (Skinner) or Alan Coffey of Fulton Johnson 6 TurnoVers - CC 11 Mc
Records - CC 13-16 MC 29.4 Allen
Jamie (Johnson). County.
dance - 5.550 • sellout
Whoever was open was
to take the shot," Pack
earilleainteger
.
icier
explained.
..,AroltofIre,
CB
4i
Marshall County had
..III
•
two fouls to burn before
;
LAO
4116
Calloway would be in .
CYPRESS SPRINGS lik,
the bonus and Hatcher
0
said his team has pracA
RESTAU
RANT
A
ticed all year on how to
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake
foul intentionally
WILL REOPEN
without looking
intentional.
FRIDAY, MARCH 16
k
Senior guard Chris
Specializing In Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish•
Sheridan was fouled im•
Fillets and Broasted Chicken.
mediately after the
•
Owners:
Louie
and
Sue
Williams
throw-in for the Leiters
Located
Approximatel
y 15 mi.
taking the time down to
South of Murray
:04. Then on the final
foul on Potts, the of.aff
ficials ruled it was on
purpose.
Off Hwy. 121 South
436-54q6
Potts missed both free
.0409041,4110t.
throws, the second fall-

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUIT *

901 SYCAMORE

Saturday's Cokes Basketball Scores
SOUTH
New Orleans 73, Pan American 69
MIDWEST
Dayton 64. Old Dominion 63
DePaul 64, Marquette 49
Illinois 81, Wisconsin $7
Indiana 5$, Ohio St. 49
Northwestern 54. Michigan 52,
OT
FAR WEST
Arizona 88. Washington St 68
Oregon 45. California 44
Oregon St 70. UCLA 65
TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic Coast Conlerence
Semifinals
Duke 77, North Carolina 75
Maryland 61, Wake Forest 64
Atlantic Ten Conlerence
Championship
West Virginia 59. St Bonaventure
so
Big East Conference
Championship
Georgetovrn &I, Syracuse 71, CYI"
Da EigN Calderone,
Championship
Kansas 79, Oklahoma 78
Se Sky
Championship
Nev .Reno 71. Montana 69

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

753-8355

College Basketball

Unted States Football Leaps
Saturday's Goma
Tampa Bay 28, Jacksonville 25
Sunday's Ganes
Michigan 28. Denver 0
New Orleans 37. Memphis 14
Houston 45, Chicago $4
Oklahoma 14. San Antonio 7
New Jersey 17. Philadelphia 14
Birmingham 30, Pittsburgh 18
Los Angeles 10. Oakland 0
Monday's Game
Washington at Arizona

81
ECAC North Atlantic
Championship
Northeastern 85, Canistus 75
ECAC South
Championship
FUchrnond 74. Navy 65
East Coast Conference
Championship
Rider 73, Bucknell 71
Metro Conterence
Championsap
Memphis St. 78. Virginia Tech 85
Mid-Arnerican Conference
Semifinal
Kent St. 67, E. Michigan 58
Miami. Ohio 51, Toledo 46

Sale Price

Mens, Boys, Youths

NYLON "TURF SHOES" $700

Pro Football

ECAC Metro
Championship
Long Island U. 87. Robert Morris

Sunday's Codes BaskretbeN SCOrIell
MIDWEST
Michigan St. 51, Iowa 44
Purdue 63, Minnesota 62
TOURNAMENTS
AtlenbC Coast Conference
Championship
Maryland 74. Duke 62
Mid-Arnerican Conference
Championship
Miami, Ohio 42, Kent 31. 40
Southwest Conlerence
Championship
Houston 57, Arkansas 56

1111711179S
k PIHNW 1
WE SELL
FORweimmum
LESS
!
..........mumm
umunumummommus
memeimu
m ala

41.

Nylon and vinyl uppers. Long wearing
turf outsole. Cushioned insole. White
only. Sizes mens', boys'2/
1
2-6
Nbuths 12/
1
2- 2.

Golf
MIAMI (AP) — Tom

Kite's 18th-hole birdie
finished off a 7-underpar 65 and made him a
two-stroke winner over
Jack Nicklaus Sunday
in the Doral-Eastern
Open Golf Tournament.

Mid-Continent
Semifinal
W Illinois 87, M.-Chicago fa
Midwestern City Conlerence
Championship
Oral Roberts es, Xavier, oto. es
Missouri Valley Conference
Championship
Tulsa 70. Creighton 68, OT
Ohio Valley Conference
Championship
Morehead St. 47, Youngstown St
44
Southeastern Conference
Championship
Kentucky 51, Auburn 49
Southland Conference
Championship
,a Louisiana Tech WI Lamar 65
Southwest Conference
Senalisals
•
Arkansas 49, TOMB AlkM 47
Houston 51. Rice 60
Southwestern Athletic
i'•'
Championship
Alcorn St. 78, Texas Southern 69

(<4

Tennis
BRUSSELS, Belgium
(AP) — John McEnroe
won the $250,000 Belgian
Indoor Tennis Championships Sunday,

,

defeating Ivan Lendl of

Czechoslovakia 6-1, 6-3
in a final match that
lasted only one hour.
,

SAVE $2.90

High School Basketball Tournaments
Nigh School Basketball
Saturdaf's Ganes
Boys
1st Ripen
Marshall Co. 44, Calloway Co 43
Fi
bil Ragan
Madisonville N. Hopkinsville 77
iffl

3reRipon
Owenaboro IS. Breckinridp CO 45
IF)
.
Oth Region

Legienco.-ste-w&rsedi Ink el tr ,

Meade Co. IS. Larue Oo. 53(F1
eh R11111811Lou Does 63. Pleasure Ridge PTA
62 I F.

7th Region
Johnson Central 62, Magoffin Co 00
Lou Ballard 72, Fern Creek 58 (F)
(F)
Iltli Region
llith Ripen
Newport Catholic IT. Fort Thomas
Boyd Co GO, Ashland Blazer 58 lF )
Highlands IS OT I If.
10th Region
GOP
Bourbon Cc, 89, Pendleton Co. 77
'•
gith Regan
. F)
.
• Hart Co N. Fort Knox 54
I Ith Reran
Nelsen co. ss. Adair Ce. 42
Lexington Henry Clay . 57 Lax.
Ilth Ripen
ington Lafayette 52 (9')
Oldham CO 58, Western Anderson
25
12th Region
- ...WID6410Alorell OWN ff .
Pulaski Co Mk Laurel6Co 41 IF)
t
lab Regless. "
I Ith Region
•
Clay CO Si. Bell Co 49301 .F •
Lexington Catholic 56. Richmond
lath Region
/Addison 14
''
MC Napier 62. Breathitt Co 61 . F •
Madison Central 38. Jessamine Co
IPp Region
a

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

Leather Mid-HI Sneakers

White leather and breathable double mesh mid-high
court shoe. Burgundy polyurethane puffed collar Burgundy leather side design Two color long wearing cup sole
Padded sock and tongue. Men's sizes.

ApilMirs

$
12
00
Our Reg Price $1490

re

•Ptsirp •

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.

753-8355
v
•

Sale Price

•

"
-"'irmmoloW111110111011.10101140anitiv~•

.

4. •
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Professor presents paper at conference
Dr. Phillip Niffenegger, associate professor
in the Department of
Marketing and Management at Murray State
University presented a
paper at the recent 1984
Southwestern
Marketing Association
Educator's Conference
in San Antonio, Texas.
His paper, title "Using Video in the
Classroom: Some Approaches for Marketing
Educators," stressed
the importance of using
visual material in the
classroom to supplement required textbook
assigrunents.
According to Niffenegger
video-

commercial television the Ph.D. degree in
programming, taping marketing at the
special guest speakers, University of South
and interviews with Carolina. He joined the
area businessmen.
faculty at Murray State
Niffenegger earned in 1975.

material offers the
benefits of high student
involvement and the
ability to convey
realistic information
about the context of
business situations. He
believes that students
appreciate the change
of pace and are encouraged to develop the
listening skills and notetaking ability which are
essential for the
workplace.

Open Chess Tourney set for
next weekend at Curris Center

Chess players from will be $400 in cash and
Kentucky, Tennessee a number of trophies.
The entry fee, if paid
and several other
neighboring states are in advance, is $12 for an
Niffenegger sug- expected to participate adult or $9 for a player
gested several possible in the Jackson Purchase younger than 18 years of
sources of video Open Chess Tourna- age. Entry fees paid on
material for business ment at Murray State the first day of the toureducators, including University on Saturday nament will be $3 more.
Anyone who wishes to
short current event and Sunday, March
enter the tournament or
_
segments taped from 24-25.
Registration for the obtain more informafive-round tournament tion may contact: Dr.
on the third floor of the Wayne Bell, DepartCurris Center is ment of Mathematics,
scheduled from 8 to 9:30 Murray State Universion Saturday, March 24, ty, Murray, Ky., 42071,
with play to begin at 10 telephone (502) 762-6892
Come See Us...
or at his home (502)
a.m.
Sponsored by the 753-8831.
Chess Club at Murray
504 Maple St. Murray
753-4461 State, the tournament
will be rated by the U.S.
(Across free the First Methodist Church)
Chess Federation.
Membership in the
,Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3
federation is required
By LOUISE COOK
and may be obtained at
Associated Press Writer
the tournament site.
Americans are clippDr. Wayne Bell, tour- ing coupons faster than
nament director, said ever, trimming their
the chess tournament grocery bills by more
will be the largest ever than a billion dollars a
in the West Kentucky year.
area. Among the prizes
The A.C. Nielsen Co.,

I.K.T. Auto Parts

11

We'll fix you up

NEW COMPUTER — John McKee, right, and Janee McKee, second left, president and treasurer respectively
of last year's Parent-Teacher Club at East Calloway Elementary School, present a new Apple Ile computer to Bob
Allen, left, principal at East. Also shown seated at the computer is Jamie Poat, a member of last year's financial
committee and a parent volunteer. McKee said he was pleased to be able to present the new computer to the
school on behalf of the East Calloway PTC.

Coupons valuable to retail customers

.to Shape
UP Pop
0044
surnoper
Good Thru

GO 7/'44/

cs%ol%

The Fitness Studio
753-2784

Only $3/Class Daily Exercise Classes

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m., 4 p.m., 5:15 p.m.
(Bobysitting Available at 9 a.m. Mon.-Fri.)

0
20

Sat. Morning Classes:
9 a.m. and 11:45 a.m. Aerobics,
10:15 a.m. Yoga

Regular price
i s' Sq. Ft.

Off

or RUG
CLEANING
9 x 12 Or Larger
(Wall to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
* FREE ESTIMATES *
Phone 753-2553

Advanced Aerobics

et CARPET

Mon. and Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
Yoga

Tues., Thurs., and Sat. 10:15 a.m.
Mon.-Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Prenatal/Postpartum
Exercise Classes

BOONE'S CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

a000 S33111d• ISY1 S311dclilS 31IHM GOOD S3318c1•.1.SV1 S311dcinS 31IHM ao o
-

Murray, Ky.

Downy Fabric

Dawn Dish

I

Softener Detergentl
$ 1 571 $
Or Less 64 Oz.

Tide

New Store
NO
Hours
Monday
1fl
,
Thru
•'16,
Saturday
It' The Total
8-7
On The Tape
That Counts

D&T
Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

TRUCK DRIVERS!
Rood Drivers needed
now! Minimum isx•
perience required. No
relocation.
(615) 555-0377

Mon., Wed., and Fri. 10:15 a.m.

605 Main St. Murray Ky.

S3318c1•1SV1 S311ddilS 31IHM

which handles redemption programs for many
coupon distributors,
says consumers
redeemed 5.56 billion
manufacturers' coupons
in 1983, up 24 percent
from 1982. That compared with an increase
of 17 percent the
previous year, and it
meant that total
redemptions over the
last four years have
risen by 62 percent.
The coupons are
steadily gaining in
value. In 1982, the
coupons redeemed were
worth $1.2 billion, with
an average value of 21.7
cents each. In 1983, the
coupons were worth
almost $1.7 billion, with
an average face value of
30.5 cents each.
While the number and
value of coupons increases, however, the
redemption rate t`emains relatively low. In
1983, manufacturers
distributed about 142.9
billion coupons, meaning that only 4 percent
were cashed in by
shoppers.

490z.

Or Less
Reelfoot

Flour

Bacon

1 16 780

Or Less

Or Less 5 Lb.

22 Oz
4

Turner Ice Cream 4 Qt. Pail $3.59

88

Martha White

$1

Turner

Sour
Cream

Buttermilk

example, might have a
tie-in for a discount on
fresh fruit.
r Know your prices
before you start. Compare the quality and
price of generic and
house brands before you
jump at a coupon for a
national brand. You also
should make sure that
you don't sacrifice overall value for the sake of
coupons. If you take
your business to a store
that offers double or triple value for coupons,
but has consistently
higher prices on noncoupon items, you could
wind up paying more in
the long run.

Accidental shooting kills man
LA GRANGE, Ky. was showing three
(AP) — A 20-year-old friends a rifle when it
Henry County man was went off, hitting him in
killed after a rifle he the head.
was holding accidentally went off, state police
Henry County Corsaid.
oner Gayle Mann said
Trooper Jim Mudd Chilton died at the
said Kim R. Chilton of scene. The body was
Turners Station died taken to Humana
about 4 p.m. Sunday at Hospital University in
his home on Kentucky Louisville for an
574. Mudd said Chilton autopsy.

Join Us For
ST. PATRICK'S SPECIAL
WEEKEND
March 16th & 17th

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
BUFFET
—A Touch Of The Irish—

08

Entrees:
Leg of Lamb With Mint Jelly
Corn Beef Carved On The Line
Irish Stew
Fried Chicken
Vegetables:
Irish Potatoes
Boiled Cabbage
Buttered Carrots
Corn O'Brtan

On
blo
styl
ly/c

Broccoli Soup
Assorted Desserts
Assorted Cheese Bar
Large Assorted Salad Bar
Beverage

Or Less 12 Oz.

Reelfoot Bologna 1 lb. $1.29

Turner

fund and get $1. Total
expenditure was $1.88,
including a stamp for
the refund letter. But
your final, out-of-pocket
cost is 88 cents for
something that normally would have cost $2.58.
r Look for local tieins that allow you to
save on staples. Government and university
studies have shown that
coupons for staples like
milk, meat or fresh produce are rare. But you
may be able to find a
manufacturer's coupon
issued in conjunction
with a local promotion
that does the trick. An
ice cream company, for

2 Nights Lodging, FRIDAY NIGHT
"LUCK OF THE IRISH" Bingo,
SATURDAY NIGHT BUFFET, SAT.
NIGHT DANCE 9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
with "GOING MY WAY"
2 Night Package for 2 only 575"

Detergent
$1

Note: These figures
represent manufacturers' coupons only.
They do not include the
coupons issued by the
stores themselves on a
local basis.
You can get more out
of coupons if you take a
little time to plan your
strategy. Among the
ways to save the most:
r Combine coupon
and refund offers. Look
for coupons for products
that also offer a refund
for a proof-of-purchase
seal. And keep an eye
out for stores giving
double and triple value
for coupons. Here's how
it works: Suppose you
have a 30-cent coupon
for paper plates normally costing $1.29. Grocery
store "A" gives triple
value for coupons this
week. When you get to
the store, you find a
form offering a $1 refund if you buy two
packages of paper
plates. Buy two
packages and pay $1.68
— regular price for the
first package and 39
cents for the couponreduced second
package. Mail the re-

Lynn Grove Large

Red- or White

Eggs

Potatoes

One Night
Lodging
Package
For 2 only
$65m

CALL FOR
RESERVATIONS
LIMITED SPACE

2(

474-2211

490 990, 830 $ 1 68
Or Less

8 Oz. Cup

Or Less

Or Less

'A Gal.

Doz.

Or Less

St
Sale
drap
ton/1

10 Lb.

i
Turner Milk Gal. $2.19

1

Poly(
entIri

Smuckers Grape Jelly 2 Lb. $1.19
I

,

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
or Mt. Dew

R.C., R.C. 100
Diet Rite

Mello Yello
or Sunkist

8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Plug Deposit

8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Plus Deposit

8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Plus Deposit

•

$• 1

•

$

58

Or Less

¶
'
- • N.

Totinto

Pizza
Assorted Variety

49 $. 126'
,,

4 •

-

'Or 'Less.

_
Or Less

,.1

75x8

%

•.

i

Or Less

•
Hi-Dri Towels Jumbo Roll 49°

'

Rielfoot All Meat Wieners 12 Oz. 9€1*

LAST•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST .PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST'
-7

•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES

KENLAKE STATE/ PARK
AURORA, KY.
HWY. 94
1.•

Ml
Si
SL

••"-", .44

s'
,
;
-, 4,7.7.
.
117g.:.4 •

•• V

•

• - -•••• -•••••-•••-.11.
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Manager's
Appreciation Day

SALE

Our spectacular Manager's Appreciation Day Sale is our way to say thanks
to you, our customers,for shopping with us. Come celebrate, and save!
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25% off

•••••••••

25% off

All Boy's Suits
And Sportcoats.
Savings that suit yourself and styles for
all your boys. Great three piece suits in
easy-care polyester. Solids and stripes
for boy's sizes.

All Girls Dresses
Sale
26.25
33.75
41.25

Reg.

A. Boy's sizes 6 to 12

$35

B. Boy's sizes 8-16

$45

C. Boy's sizes

$55

Fashion Shirts

Blouses

Sale 7.99

Sale 5.99

Orig. to $18. Splendid group of snappy missy
blouses in candy stripes and solids. Button front
styling. In red, blue, white and tan. Easy care poly/cotton blends.

Orig. to $31. Style-conscious selection of Junior
and Missy Blouses. Choose from solids, patterns,
and stripes.

20% to 30% off
Our entire line of
stunning draperies
Sale 23.20 pr. Reg. $29. Jeweltex 50x84
draperies. Richly textured dobby weave in cotton/polyester, rayon/polyester/acrylic
or
polyester/rayon. Just one beautiful choice from our
entire line of draperies at 20% to 30% savings
Reg. Sale
75x84" Jeweltex
$57 45.60
100x84" Jeweltex
$75 60.00

Entire Stock
14K Gold Chains

Entire Stock
Timex® Watches

40% off

•or

•••11,

11,..•••••••••1•••••••••••
.
•-"".

1111.1111.-1111.1*.rt•

Save '3

-Penney'
•-•

Reg.
$18
$20
$15

Sale
13.50
15.00
11.25

•

Ladies Shirts

Sale 3.99
Orig. to $15. Fantastic selection of fashion shirts
for the Junior and Missy. Button-front styling in poly/cotton blends. Solids and patterns.

.....

25% off

Nike® sweat separates Our entire line of
for men and women
decorative pillows
Sale 12.99 Reg. 15.99.
Piped crewneck sweatshirt
of acrylic/cotton. Men's sizes S.M,L,XL.
Sale 14.99 Reg. 17.99. Matching sweatpants with
drawstring waist. Men's sizes S.M,L.XL.
Sale 16.99 Reg. 19.99. Hooded pullover sweatshirt
of acrylic/cotton. Misses' sizes &MI.
Sale 14.99 Reg. 17.99. Matching sweatpants with
drawstring waist. Misses' sizes S,M.L

*Choose from men's
and ladies styles
In stock only.

incife91.
9 a.m.-9 p.m.
9 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
12:30-6:00 p.m.

50% off
*Come early for
Best selection,

•

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Frilly and feminine styles for parties,
visits to Grandma. And every occasion!
Find all the looks she loves. In carefree
fabrics you love. Sizes for big, little and D. Linen skirt set, 7-14
junior high girls. All at terrific savings. We E. Wildflower
print dress, 4-6X
show just a few here. Be sure to see all
F. Wildflower print dress, 4-6X
in store.

Just two of all the decorative perk-up pillows you'll
find at 25% off. Lots more in store.
Sale 9.75 Reg. $13. Plush 17" cotton velveteen accent pillow with polyester fiberfill. Solid colors, with
the soft look of curved corners.
Sale 4.50 Reg. $6. Charming 16" chintz accent
pillow. Polyester/cotton cover with polyester fiberfill and curved corners. Solid colors.

Ar•

Chiisinut Hills SKopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone 7594080

...... •••

*Or

—se Are-40-.41.WW40.1.41444—ro
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positively no hope for my recovery, I do not want to be
hooked to any machines that will keep my old heart
beating for another miserable six months or so. What is
the Catholic Church's position on this?
DEVOUT IN WINONA, WIS.

Dean)
L kir!

By Abigail Van Buren

Philosophy of Living Will
Has Approval of the Pope
1)EAR ABBY I sent for the Living Will from the Society
the Right to !he, because if I should ever get to the
point in inNr life where I am terminally ill and there is

for
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49 Solemn
wonder
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DEAR DEVOUT: "When inevitable death is imminent in spite of the means used, it is permitted in
conscience to make the decision to refuse forma of
treatment that would only secure a precarious and
burdensome prolongation of life, so long as the
normal care due to the sick person in similar cases
is not interrupted. In such circumstances the doctor
has no reason to reproach himself with failing to
help the person in danger.
"Life is a gift of God, and on the other hand death
is unavoidable; it is necessary, therefore, that we,
without in any way hastening the hour of death,
should be able to accept it with full responsibility
and dignity.
"It is true that death marks the end of our earthly
existence, but at the same time, it opens the door to
immortal life."
Pope John Paul II approved this declaration in
Rome on May 5, 1980.
Those who are interested in obtaining a Living
Will should write to: The Society for the Right to
Die, 250 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. It is a
non-profit organization, so please send a donation
to cover the cost of the document and mailing.
I sent $10 for five Living Wills. (It is deductible.)
And it's the best $10 I ever spent. I've given one to
my physician, clergyman, lawyer and members of
my family.
* ••

DEAR ABBY: What if a man (over 21) has sexual intercourse with a girl who is legally underage?(She is 15, but
could pass for 20 easily.) OK, let us say that the man was
no stranger to the girl, they had gone on several dates
and she willingly agreed to have sex with him. He didn't
ask her how old she was because he thought she was of
legal age, and remember, he didn't have to talk her into
having sex with him.
Is the man guilty of statutory rape?
NO NAMES
DEAR NO NAMES: Whether or not the girl cooperated willingly makes no difference. Neither
does whether or not the man knew the girl's age. A
man who has sexual intercourse with a girl who is
not of legal age is guilty of statutory rape.
•••

CONFIDENTIAL TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
What if tomorrow, as the prayer says, you should
die before you wake? Will people near and dear to
you find something in your drawer (at the office,
perhaps?) that will shatter their illusions; fill their
hearts with sorrow; tarnish their memories? Make
a bonfire of the past. Toss in those letters and pictures, and be done with it. What was, was. Give
your survivors a break.
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(From Abby's Popularity booklet: "Good advice
for people of all ages: Don't rush into an intimate
relationship, regardless of how 'right' it may poem
at the moment. To put it bluntly, that which Is too
easily acquired is seldom valued."
To order Abby's booklet, "How to Be Popular—
You're Never Too Young or Too Old," send $2 plus
a long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed envelope
to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calf. 90038.)
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WHEN YOU'RE PLAYING
IN THE OUTFIELD, NEVER
BLOW BOBBLE GUM ON
A WINDY DAY_

remembering who
wanted to shoot whom
for what reason. But I
don't want to worry you.
The plot is not so complicated that you'll be
hopelessly lost. It's just
complicated enough to
give the enjoyable impression that no one is
quite who he seems —
and that serpentine
twists and turns are taking place underneath
the surface.
Unfortunately, I'm
not a good judge of the
love story that is embedded in that plot. Love
stories tend to bore me,
and I don't enjoy watching people kiss one
another, especially
when they open their
mouths and wiggle their
lips. Hey, am I alone on
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1 .Legal

TO THE FARM TO VISIT DAV
AND MOM THIS WEEK

I DON'T BELIEVE
THI5! YOU'RE UP

I'm IN

-Sealed bids will be received
at the Office of the Food Ser.
vice Director. Murray City
Schools. 9th and Poplar, until
one p.m. on March M. 1984 for
furnishing meat and meat
products to the cafeterias of
the Murray City Schools. Bid
forms may be obtained at the
Office of the Food Service
Director or will be mailed
upon request "

Sealed bids will be received at
the Calloway County Board of
Education Office, Box 800,
2110 College Farm Road, until one p.m. on March V. 1984
for furnishing meat and meat
products to the cafeterias of
the Calloway County School
System. Bid forms may be obtained at the office of the Food
Service Director or will be
mailed upon request.
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PACKAOI SLAVIC!
Me accept Ups packages
for slcipseeof
MURRAY MOMS
& AUTO
Chestuirt Se.
Mersey, Ky.

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

TAXES filed. Short
Forms 47.50 for federal
and state, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.
WELCOME to the services of the LAKE-LAND
APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sundays at 10:00AM and
8:00 PM at Sycamore and
South 15th Street. Also
search the Scriptures
broadcast on WSJP radio
9:30 AM. For information
call 759-1602.
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IS ARTICLE SAYS
HUSBANDS WHO
WATCH A LOT OP
TV HAVE SHORT
ATTENTION-SPANS

AT

Irriention-Rmidentlel
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
MaConzle, Tn.
Con
or
901-362-3671
901-352-5704
Free Estimates

AM I SURE

THAT'S NOT
TRUE!

C-1
4
,

We Are Back!
THORNTON'S
BODY SHOP
AND WRECKER
SERVICE
2112 Coldwater
Rd.
759-1596
Joe E. Thornton
Owner

WE
BUY
USED
CARS
See
Max Morris
at

•
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6. Help Wanted

1 4. V

Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

IT WILL BE NICE TO BE
BORED IN THE COUNTRY
FOR A CHANGE

The movie has other
slimy things. There are,
for instance, coke sniffing lawyers,
enemies who look like
friends, and
environment -be damned businessmen.
(There's a paucity of
imagination out there in
screenwriter's land,
where the only scoundrels the writers can
come up with are
businessmen.) Indeed,
everyone in this movie
is tough. Even the walkons are tough. The girls
singing in the
background during a
scene in a nightclub
have hair under their
arms.
Rated R due to adult
situations and mild
violence. I give the
movie a B-.

CLASSIFIED
BIG MONEY
IN SPORTS

Own your own sporgoods
ting
business. Sport Circle will show you
the way. Be affiliated with a National Franchise
Earn big profits,
full or part time.
you
$2900 gets
started. Call collect
to Bill Woods (717)
421-6910 or write
Sport Circle, Inc.,
S. 9th St.,
Stroudsburg, PA
18360

MikG blaas has moved
to Dixieland Center
next to Green Door. All
types of glass repair
and replacement. Plus
store fixtures, mirrors,
shelving racks, display
stands and show cases
made to spec. 753-0180.
MORE $.“ for white
oak logs and heading
bolts. Haul to Independeant Stave
Company, Wingo,
Kentucky.
Copy

and

ap

•Restoration .We
can retouch and .1.
restore natural col •
al or Black & white or in
sepia tone
di CARTER STUDIO is
300 MAIN /N3 8298

r
GOODO. I NEED A CHANGE OF
SURROUNDINGS. I WAS GETTING
BORED WITH THIS CITY UFE

this? Am I weird? At
any rate, watch* passionate lovers kiss gives
me the feeling that I've
walked into something
private, perhaps a
bizarre massage parlor
In which frenzied
customers pay to have
their lips kneaded and
stretched. Closeups are
even worse. I picture a
couple of ravenously
sucking creatures, lampreys perhaps, who
have clamped onto one
another, and whose
mouths are now continually searching out
choicer locations. But as
I say, I'm probably not a
good judge of love
stories. I suspect you
have more romance in
you than I have in me.
And noisy, giant lips
may be just your thing.

1 1. I

GRAND OPENING,
Discount Outlet, 601 4th
Street, Murray. Open
March 5 1984, 8:30 to 5:30.
Furniture, tools, brass
and Bisque.
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for appointment anytime. 436.2524.

ITS
NO,I,
HAVEN T GOT TO eE
AROUND
HERE
SOMEPLACE

HEY,GARFIELD: WE'RE. GOING

dishonor

big
"Against All Odds" is
a remake — there have
been a spate of them
lately — of a 1947
gangster movie called
"Out of the Past."
Even without knowing
their origins, it still
might be possible to tell
which of today's movies
are remakes. All are
heavy in plot, adult in
sensibility, thick with
love affairs, and devoid
of teenage characters —
which is not surprising,
since they are based on
movies that were made
before teenagers had
been fully invented.
"Against All Odds" is
a well-acted movie —
though Jeff Bridges is
not in the same class as
his 1947 counterpart,
Robert Mitchum, who
was made for sinister
plots like this one.
However, Rachel Ward,
as Bridges' girlfriend,
looks and acts like the
kind of woman one
might throw everything
over for. And James
Wood adds a nice touch
of pathos to his role as a
small-time hood.
"Against All Odds"
also contains an interesting plot, though
it's a bit too complicated
for my taste. At the
climax of the movie, the
five main characters
show up, all those hearts
are vibrating with the
emotions of a messy
love triangle, a variety
of double crosses, and a
Byzantine business
deal. There is also a gun
that changes hands as
first one character, then
another, gets the upper
hand. I had a terrible
time, during the ten
minutes of that climax,
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Love and

_DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
U.S. 641 S. 753-7617

SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME Your place
or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. No extra
charge! Federal and
Ky. short forms - $12.5(
for both Call 438-5674
KentuckyTennessee

Insulation Inc.
We
Save
You
Money
733-0369
Free Estimate
VA A roved
5. Lost and Found
FOUND Bird Dog in
Jonathan Creek area.
Call 437-4860 after flkm.
LOST heart shaped
solitaire pendant, 22"
serpentine chain between 5th and tith St. on
Olive. Sentimental
value. 759408 or 7532798.
6. Help Wanted
A GOLDEN opportunity
with friendly home
parties. Sell the largest
line of gifts, toys and
home decor in party
plan. Openings for
managers and dealers.
Earn high dealer rebate
plus win free trips and
cash. Party plan experience helpful. Car
and phone necessary.
Call collect 518-489-8396
or 518-489-4429.
CASHIER with financial experience
preferred. Benefits plus
vacation. Call George
Turner, 763-1412.
EXPERIENCED sales
representative with
some operations experience to become part
of a viable trucking co.
This person needs to be
located in Dresden/West Tennessee area.
Excellent benefits,
ttmpny .car and _profit
. All resume yin
have strict confidence
In handling. Send resume to Volunteer Express Inc., P.O. Box
100806, Nashville, Tn.
57210-08811.

FULL time LPN. Contact Lakehaven Health
Care Center, Benton,
Ky. 527-3296.
-HAPPY new career still
looking? Act Now!
Personnel Needed.
Multimillion dollar
corporation expanding
in surrounding area.
Tremendous growth has
us looking for trainers,
salespeople, recruiters
and managers. $405 to
$540 per week. Management $783 or more
per week. Must be
bondable, good appearance and personality plus living in area
for 2 or more years.
Yearly pay increases,
bonuses, company
training. Immediate
income. Send resume or
letter no later than
March 14th to: Personnel Director, P.O.
Box 2163, Dept. KOE;
Carbondale, II. 62902.%
NEED Electrical
Technician to manage
game room. Apply at
Fireworks, Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center.
753-0570.
NO experience necessary. Urgently needed
in this area, fulltiMe
and partime
homeworkers. $50 daily.
Preparing mail in your
home. Application.
N.M.S. Box 30362,
Bowling Green, Ky.
42102-5362.

Rookie
Ambitious person,
good character, no
experience
necessary. Opportunity for $300 plus
per week. Major
company will help
you learn. Benefits.
Call 443-6469 8
a.m.-10 a.m. E.O.E
PART time office employee. General office
duties. Must be experienced in running a
computer or willing to
learn. Send resume to
P.O. Box 10 4 0 D ,
Murray,
POOL "
Manager and
Lifeguards Needed.
Applications are being
accepted by the
Murray -Calloway
County Parks Dept. for
pool manager and
lifeguards. Applications
may be obtained at the
Parks Office, 10th and
Payne Sts., Phone 7537640. Closing deadline
March 23, 1984.
TEXAS Oil Company
needs mature person
M/F to sell full line of
high quality lubricants
to manufacturing,
trucking, construction
and farm customers.
Protected territory,
thorough training program. For personal
interview, send work
history to E.C. Lins,
Southwestern Petroleum, Box 789, Fort
Worth, Tx. 78101.
WANTED: Dancers,
M/F, Cabaret Artists,
Female Impersonators,
stand-up comics and
magicians. Call 444-0228
between 2-5p.m. for
audition appointment.

Management

Large corporation
seeking people with a
career in mind. Ability to work with others
a must. Move ahead
on your own performance. Openings in
various locations as a
manager trainee and
have the opportunity
to earn up to ;Ipso)
per year. Managers
now earning 820.000 to
$26,000 per year. Company beriefiti. Cali 8
a.m.-I9 a.m., 443-6460
for personal Interview. E.0.E.
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9. Situation Wanted •
I will do baby sitting in
my home, day or night or
for the weekend. Hot
meals will be furnished.
References and good
rates. Also do ironing.
Call 759-4803.
WANT to mow yards this
summer, have referances. Call 759-1961.
WILL clean your house
or office. Reliable and
have excellent references. 759-1782.
WILL sit with elderly
people, night or day,
have good references
Call 901-642-9427.
10. Business Opportunity
MINIATURE GOLF'
COURSES. Del. in 3
days, outdoors or indoors. Price $3,900 up.
Financing available.
LOMMAENTERPRISES, SCRANTON, PA. 18505. Tel:
(717) 348-5559.
1 1 . Instruction
LEARN guitar from a
professional. I have 16
yrs. playing experience.
8 yrs. teaching. Call
Chuck's Music. 753-3682.
14. Want to Buy
MOBILE home with lot
out in the country. Call
753-3711.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
WANT to buy or lease,
Tobacco base, dark or air
cured. Call 435-4429 or
435 4426.
15. Articles for Sale

19. Farm Equipment
REAR Tine Tillers,
Briggs Station engine, 3
forward speeds and
reverse. 5 h.p. $529.99, 8
h.p. $629.99. Front Tine
Tiller, 5 h.p. chain
drive, $279.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
22. Musical
SPINET Piano, 10 years
old, all natural wood.
$1000. Call 753-3716 after
6PM.
24. Miscellaneous
DUE to the large number of requests, we now
have the Aircap push
mower in stock. Stokes
Tractor.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5476.
FOR sale, 1 table saw, 1
skill saw, 1 tool box.
753-3022.
GLIDDEN Spread Wall
Paint. $6.99 per gallon
for white and stock
colors. Oyer 1,000 colors
available. Color extra.
Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th St.
MARTIN Houses. 6 rm.
$22.99, 12 rm. $33.99, 18
rm. $44.99, 24 rm. $59.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
OAK and hickory. $25 a
rick delivered. Call day,
753-3476. Night 438-2778.
RAILROAD ties, $1 to
$6.50 each. Also all sizes
bridge timber. See at
Water Valley or phone
502-355-2665 after 5p.m.
SEASONED oak
firewood, $20 rick, you
pickup. Call 437-4829.
SEASONED hickory,
oak, mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered.
MM. order-2 ricks. Cali
John Boyer at 753-0338.
TRAVEL Trailer or
good lake cottage for
sale. Will do hauling or
racking yards and
mowing. Free estimates.-436-2506.
'!RI-STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1,785. We service what
we sell. 901-642-0295, 315
Tyson Av.e., Paris,
Tenn.
WHIRLPO 6 L
Microwave with ceramic interior. Only $2.50
wk. Rudolph Goodyear.
753-0595.

LITTON Meal-In-One
Microwave, Hybra
Waterbed, AM -FM
cassette Car Radio,
Antique Kitchen
Cabinet. 753-1363.
ONE Carat diamond
cluster ring. One carat
diamond cluster pendant. Avon chess set.
Girl's 3 pc. white BR
set, antique wig dresser. Call 759-4568.
REPLICA Watches. All
makes, Swiss perfect
colors and quality.
Quartz or Jeweled
movement. Call 1-800327-5521.
WEDDING Gown, never
worn size 10, Alford Angelo, Call 759-1551.
WHIRLPOOL 15.2 cu.
ft. upright Freezer with WRITED5
textured steel door. Refrigerator, no frost
Only $6.00 wk. Rudolph with textured steel
Goodyear, 753-0598.
doors. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
WOOD
, for sale. $25 rick,
GE upright freezer, no Oak and Hickory. Call
frost. 15.8 .cubic. ft..
after. 4p.m. 498-8428.
15 cross ties, $5 pc. you
haul. 489•2579 or 25. Business Services
489-2775.
WHIRLPOOL Portable
MIKE HODGE'S
Dishwasher with three
TAX SERVICE
washing cycles. Only
7 years of experience
$5.50 wk. Rudolph
preparing individual.
Goodyear, 753-0695.
business, partnership.
WHIRLPOOL Washing
end corporate returns.
Machins,with 4 cycles
and Ant filter. Only
Low rates & hundreds of
$5.50 wk. Rudolph
satisfied clients. Now
Goodyear, 753-0595.
preparing returns. Day
or night call 759-1425
17. Vacuum Cleaners
for appointment.
ELECTROLUX Sales
and Service. See the
machine of the future
Richard W. Jones
today. Free 451gor and
Tax Service
delivery. C
443-6469
or 753.3639. The only
Confidential professional
Authorized Sales and
service. SS in eccountIng
with 13 yours experience
Service in the area.
in preparing personal,
19. Farm Equipment
busin•ss end farm
returns.
EARTHWAY Precision
94 West and
Garden Seeder. Plants
Oaks Rd.
vegetable
28 different
Call 753-3215 for op'
seeds. $39.99. Wallin
pointment day or night.
Hardware, Paris, Tn.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Ciqsed
Yesterday 400.75
Opened
Today
396.50
Down
4.25

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
9.88
Opened
Today
9.68
Down
.20

Compliments of:

FOR
SALE
Night Club
10 miles South
of
Murray.
42'x126'.
Call 753-7670
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
753-5665

Moore's Farm Equipment
Irrigation Equipment pumps from $1,480
up, 4" AL. pipe $1.90 ft.. "E-Z RAIN"
travelers from $4,800 up. For the best
price on the best equipment, call us. We
have a 90 day early order plan where a 2%
deposit gives you a 10% discount plus no
freight or set up charge. Call now...

2 BR trailer, 1,4 mile
south of Almo Heights.
753-5618.
3 BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Keniana $150 a
month. Call 436-5364.
TWO bedroom, trailer,
$100 per month, $50 deposit. Call 753-5588.
30. Business Rentals
Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

Elkton, Ky. (502)277-9077
day or night

FOOD
DINNER BELL

1 BR furnished apt., low
utilities. 753-3949.
3 BEDROOM unfurnished duplex apt.
for rent. Married
couples only. Some
utilities furnished. No
pets. Rent $250.
753-1836.
A Couple of young
ladies want to share a
house located near MSU
and downtown. Available immediately. Call
Rebekah, 753-6577.
FURNISHED apt.,
home on lake, 15 miles
from town, very private, 2 BR, kitchen, bath
and living room. Appliances new, 200 feet of
waterfront. 280 month
plus deposit. Lease by
year. Call 436-2402.
FURNISHED apts. 1 or 2
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rms. Zimmerman Apts.,
S. 16th St. 753-6609.
PRIVATE Furnished
Apartment. Call 753-3964.
SMALL apt. furnished,
all electric, New Concord. 275 month. 4362427.

38. Pits-Supplies
3 FEMALE white
German Shepherd
p a ppric . -A-K-0 -re gistered. Will be 6
we/eke old March 2.
435-4369 altar ep.m. D 0 G Obedience
Classes or private.
Tudor training. Boarding. ANF Dog Food
Mary Adelman,
438-2858

will open Friday March 9th
For 1984 Season.
Open 4 A.M. to 9 P.M.

For information call

1-354-6521

7 ROOM house for sale 1983 HONDA, Interstate
In town, possible owners 1100, loaded. 1981 Honda
financing. 753-2798 or 850 Custom, Extra sharp.
Call 437-4826 any time
753-0180.
before 3 pm 474-8843.
FARMERS Home Administration inventory
properties. 2 homes, 3 48. Auto Services
farms. Financing to
qualified buyers. GOOD Reconditioned
Predetermined eligillb- Auto Batteries,
ity not required to buy. guaranteed! $15 exLet us show you these change. Call 753-3711.
properties. MURRAY49. Used Cars
CALLOWAY CO
REALTY, 753-8146.
FOR Sale by owner,
completely remodeled 2
1977 CUTLASS
BR, bath, kitchen, dinSUPREME
ing rm., living rm.,
Excellent condition,
Ashley woefastove,
fireplace, dishwasher,
black with black instove, air conditioner.
terior, bucket seats,
On 1 acre tree shaded
rally
wheels,
lot close to the New
automatic, 8-track
Providence area. $27.
tape, one owner on000. 492-8930.
ly - sharp.
FOR sale by owner. 20
year old brick house,
Call 753-4587
31,4 miles southeast of
After 6 p.m.
Murray on 256' wide by
150' deep lot. Large den
and kitchen with
fireplace. Large living 1971 SUBARU Station
room, paved driveway, Wagon. 35 miles per
good well. Ap- gallon 759-1959
proximately 1500 sq. ft. 1972 PINTO, needs body
living area. Carport and work, runs good. $450 or
one outbuilding. $36,500. best offer. Call 489-2218.
Call 753-2215, ask for 1973 CADILLAC, 55,xxx
James or call 753-8400.
miles, needs body work,
HOUSE and three acres $900. Call 753-6440 after
in New Providence 6p.m.
community. Gas heat, 1964 VW for sale. $400.
well, refrigerator, Call 759-9606.
stove, air conditioner. 1976 CHRYSLER Cor492-8316 or 492-8240.
dova in good condition.
HOUSE for sale to be Best offer. Call 753-1883.
moved. 753-3606.
1976 OLDS Cutlass
HOUSE, lot, and furni- WGN. p.s., p.b., auto.
ture. Only $15,000. Ideal trans., ac.,
.AM-FM
for starter home or radio, high mileage, low
investment. Very liva- price. Call 753-4186.
ble. Compare with 1977 FORD LTD, p.s.,
mobile home and _you'll p.b., ac., reliable tranbuy it. MURRAY- sportation. 753-6648.
CALLOWAY CO.
1979 DATSUN 8-210
REALTY, 753-8146.
Hatchback, ac., 5
LARGE BRICK speed, local owner,
RANCH HOME on al- excellent body and
most two acres in mechanical condition.
friendly neighborhood 39 MPG, 753-9487.
and only two miles from 1979
PONTIAC Bontown. You'll get the
neville, 2 dr., 61,xxx,
most for your money, metalic
blue and light
financing negotiablue, new tires,
ble...owner leaving lent condition. excel$5,850.
town. Features very 759-4664
after 5:30.
large living areas with
two wood -burning 1981 FORD Escort GL, 4
stoves, central air, dr., lift gate, automatic,
garage, and fenced cruise, red, p.s., p.b.,
yard. A must see air, tinted glass, AMbargain in todays FM, 27,xxx miles,
market. Call CEN- $4,500. 489-2414.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs 1981 GRAND Prix
Broughm. Loaded with
Realtors at 753-1492.
equipment. Extra
NEW Listing! Large clean. Moonroof,
power
and liveable home. seats, steering, brakes,
Living room and dining tilt, cruise, stereo, plus
room, both with ante- many others. New tires,
room, library with built- V-8. Call 753-7393, After
in bookcase, plus 4 5p.m. 753-4991.,
bedrooms . and. baths.. •l• 9 8 1- -fif
(-L-C
Call KOPPERUD Sport,
local, one owner,
REALTY, 7531222.
36 MPG. 436-5584.
PULL UP AN EASY 1981 MUSTANG, air,
CHAIR AND RELAX in p.b. p.s., AM -FM
this three bedroom cassette. 753-3445 after
brick located in nice 6pm.
neighborhood just
1982 BUICK Regal
minutes from town.
Limited, moon roof,
This well maintained
power windows and
home is ready for you to locks,
AM-FM cassette,
move into and star
cruise, tilt. 435-4280
enjoying life. Priced in after 4:30 p.m.

41. Public Sales

Surplus Units From
South Central Bell.
Location:
Murray Auto
Auction
Almo, K.
Thurs., March 15
5:45 p.m.
Included are cars,
vans and utility
trucks.
Terms: Cash or
Certified Check.
Call 753-8300.
Only the sale of
telephone vehicles
open to the public.

Appointments made
for your conve-

nience. Full tkne sale
associates evening
phones.
Amos McCarty 753-2249
Theresa EnkiM 753-7728
Joyce Betsworth 753-9310
Anna Requerth 753-2477
' Bast
753-2409
Prentice Bum
753-5725
489-2266
Bob Haley
Guy Spann
753-2587

32. Apts for Rent

36, For Rent or Lease
t CAR shop. 402 N. 4th
with air compresser,
gas heat and 8 overhead
doors. No body work.
Available Marth 15th.
Rental agreement required. Call E.M.
Shroat after 7p.m. 7533018.
FOR Rent: One acre
dark fired tobacco base
Cash only. Call 753-0649
after 5p.m.

Moore's Farm & Equipment

46

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR brick, range,
refrigerator, garden, 8
miles S.E. of Murray.
Marrieds only. References. Deposit. 4928594 after 6p.m.
TWO bedroom house
near University. Gas
heat. Stove and refrigerator furnished.
Ideal for 2 students. $100
deposit. $225 per month. •
753-5992.

Worleil of Sotorsa

38. Pets -Supplies
DOG Obedience.
Classes or private.
Tudor training. Indoor
Boarding. ANF Dog
Food. Mary Adelman,
436-2858.
WIRE haired Registered Fox Terrier
pups, 5 months old. 2
females, 1 male. $50.
753-6425. After 8p.m.
753-5669.

12x60 MOBILE Home,
partly furnished, electric heat, gas stove. Call
436-2978.
1975 12x60 GRANVILLE
w/8x12 Extension, 3
bedroom, 14 bath,
fireplace, central air.
Like new. $6,750. Call
753-4873.
1977 14x70 WELL kept
mobile home. Partially
furnished on 100x250 lot
with fruit trees, garden
spot and outbuilding.
Asking $19,500. 759-4170.
1982 RIVER OAKS
14x72 3 BR, 2 full baths,
woodstove, ceiling fan,
storage building, sundeck, much more. After
6p.m. 753-3677.
1984 COUNTRY Manor,
14x64, extra nice, furnished, 2 BR, 1 bath, 43. Real Estate
ceiling fan, much more
After 5p.m. 753-3557.
STROUT
30x40 2 BAY block shop
REALTY
with bathroom and
office, built new in '84.
Well insulated walls and
ceiling on 1% acre lot
Lou Ann Ptillpot 753-6843
with 12x65 trailer, good
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
condition. Will sell shop
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
and lot with or without
1912 Coldwater Road
trailer. 3 miles East of
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Almo. 753-0856.
(5021 753-0186
FOR sale 1974 Glen
Anytime
Brook trailer, 12)015
JOE L. KENNON
with ext. $5,500. Party
Broker
furnished. Call 901-642Licensed & Bonded
2612.
MUST sell. 12x55 Citation mobile home, un- PROPERTY for sale by
furnished. $3,500. Call owner. 753-5949 or 474753-0329.
2748. 501 South 12th.

33. Rooms for Rent
1 BLOCK from University. Call 753-1812 or
759-9580.
ROOM for rent. 2
Blocks from University.
$95 including utilities
436-2411 after 8p.m.

GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold. Silver 8 Diamonds
Hourc. 10-8 Daily, 125 Sunday

222 S. 12th St.

25. Business Services

311Ell 3E 30NI

44. Lots for Sale
22 ACRES, Rt. 80,
blacktop frontage, %
woods, % meadow, year
round spring. Forced
sale. No reasonable
offer refused. Call 4382711 or 437-4852.
45. Farms for Sale

Homes for Sale

47. Motorcycles

a.

the upper 30's. Are you
ready to make the
move.call
253-1492...cENTuRY 21

APPROXIMATELY 17 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
acres with nice three 'THREE bedroom brick
bedroom home located home with large kiton Highway 280. City chen/dinette, ecwater at site. Home is onomical heat pump, 3/4
aluminum siding. A acre lot, near ColdwaGentlemens farm. 839, ter. An excellent buy at
500. ROBERTS only $36,500. Call
REALTY, 753-1651.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
46. Homes for Sale
UNIQUE, rustic con1316 VINE ST. New temporary home with
house with old price, all greatroom, two benew plumbing and fix- drooms, large deck and
tures. All new wiring a 2 -bay shop, all
with 100 AMP breakers, situated on a beautiful
new walls, new flooring, wooded lot. Priced at
'new carpet. New vinyl, $48,000. Call KOPnew kitchen top and PERUD REALTY, 753splashes, new Venetian 1222.
blinds throughout, new
brick, new paint inside 47, Motorcycles
and outside, new brick
steps and side walks, 1978 YAMAHA 850
new decking and Special. 759-9888 after
shingles, old framing is 5p.m.
saw mill sawed oak in 1978 YAMAHA Special
excellent condition, 8 650, low mileage, good
inch blown insulation. condition. Call 753-5258
On corner lot with or stop by 412 B North
plenty of shade trees. 5th St., Murray.
Asking $27,500. Call 1980 YAMAHA 400, electric start, luggage rack,
753-9400 nights.
AY owner, 4 bedroom, twin mirrors, tip top
living, dining, family condition. $775. Call 753room w/fireplace, 8115.
large eat-in kitchen, 24 1082 YAMAHA 650
baths, newly painted Maxim, 2,400 miles,
and papered, low excellent condition. Call
utilities, 2 car garage 753-9861,
w/door opener. $79,000 1982 YAMAHA IT 175,
assumable VA loan. excellent condition,
1704 Plainview. used only 3 months. Call
753-4593.
753-0220 or 436-5377.

AIRLINE
CAREERS
Find out if you qualify for our
12-week training and a career in
the Airline/Travel industry.
Join over 1200 Graduates
placed with more than 70 Airlines.
FREE 2-HOUR SEMINAR
TUESDAY - MARCH 13
EXECUTIVE INN /RIVERFRONT
1 Executiv• Blvd.
PADUCAH. KY
7:00 P.M.
us.sista.nce A, AiLable

5 1 . Campers
1974 POPUP Starcra.ft,
sleeps 8, $800. Excellent
condition. Call 436-5495.
53. Services Offered
Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed, aluminum patio awnings, single and double
carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873

• - •••• -••-•

411.-

I"
.

•-•

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References,
Free Estimates
759-1983
JOE (Sonney) McKinney Appliance Service.
All makes and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances). Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store.
753-8505
LAWN mowing and
maintenance. We are
looking for new residential, commercial
rental and cemetery
properties. Go with the
professionals: • Excellent
references. Countryside
Nursery. 753-3188.

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716

PAINTING

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
Commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203,

FREE SWEEP
When We Stripe
Your Parking Lot.
We Will Use Our

Commerical TennbrU
Brush and Air
Sweepers. To
Thoroughly Clean
Your Whole Lot.

FOR FREE
ESTIMATE
Call 753-9574

[

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

Jack Glover
753-1873

We PROFESSIONALLY
(and economically)
steam or dry clean carpets
strip and re-finish floors
wash windows, walls, etc.
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH

TENDER$OVING CARE
759-9754 or 759-1834
Free Pricing On Location
Wocy & Brooke Harrington

Spring Iv near. For
all your painting
needs call Ralph
Worley for early appointments.
All
work guaranteed.
Over 16 years experience.
Sandblasting
also
available.

759-1050
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt.- 2, Box
409A, Paducah,
42001 or call 1-442-70
WILL haul white ock,
sand, iimi, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
WILL haul junk and
clean basements and
garages. Free es -

timates. 436-5510.

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
acing. Cuskim trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.

Ca PIONEER*
CAR STEREO

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

1967 Corvair
Black hardtop, newly upholstered,
rebuilt engine. Sharp!

Call 753-7863
afternoons or evenings
WANTED-CONSTRUCTION
TRADESMEN IN
THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES.
Concrete Form Carpenters
Finish Carpenters
Ironworkers
Certified Welders
Send resume' of experience in each
category to P.O. Box 1040-L Murray,
Ky. 42071.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Police
911
••••4,

TROUBLES
If it's with wel

pumps, piumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Coll John Glover,
Ncensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service

provided.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

153-5131
Calloway Coady
Roscoe Squad

753-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Ahnstinions end Vinyl
Siding, Cost*. trim
References.
work.
Call Will Ed Bailey,

753-0689.

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air
Conditioning
Sales Soles and
Service Modern
Sheet Metal & Service Departments

753-9290
RANDY
TNORNTON
REAM) AND AIR
CONDMONING INC.

INTERNATIONAL AIR ACADEMY

753-8181

-•••

PAINTING

*FREE ESTIMATES*
APPLIANCE repair
work all brands.
Specialize in Tappen.
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
Earl Lovett.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years experience. Parts and service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service,
202 S. 5th St. 753-4872,
753-8886 (home).
ELECTRICAN, 20
years experience, jobs
large or small, Free
Estimates, Call 753-5156
after 1 PM.
FAYE'S Monograms.
Dixieland Shopping
Center, 753-7743.
Sweaters, shirts, purses linen, custom patches.,Fast service.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

Send
your
packages the easy
way.
Use our coniAent
service. We accept
UPS packages for
hipment.• -

COURT-SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown

Court Square
753-7499

St Louis Missouri

1

X.1:77

53. Services Offered
53, Services Offered
GUTTERING by Sean. We repair radios,
Sears continuous gutt.v.'s, stereos &
ters installed for your
specifications. Call small appliances.
Sears 753-2310 for free
MURRAY HOME
estimate.
& AUTO
INSULATION blown in
St. Murray
Chestnut
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
7532571
high heating and coolWe pickup
ing bills. Call Sears
deliver
and
753-2310 for free
estimates.
MALONE S Remodeling from ground to roof
top. Phone 492-8183,
Evenings 436-2107.
REED work on your
trees? Topping, prunINTERIOR
ing, shaping, complete
EXTERIOR
removal and more.-Call
PAINTING
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
WALLPAIPERIN
753-0338

TLC

Where Airline C(areen; Begin!
•

1951 FORD Pickup, 289
automatic. 436-5806.
1879 CHEVY, 1 ton, red,
2 ton equipped, flat bed.
$4,500 firm. Call
753-4873.
1982 BLAZER
Sllverado, 26,xxx miles,
cruise and tilt, AM-FM
stereo, new radial tires.
Call 753-5746.
2 TON Chevrolet, hoist,
cheap. 438-5806.

Specializes in General Cleaning For:
Churches
Businesses
Homes

The IlloimineviuIetW4c sea sorrier easkor for miles ow/ mewls* Ii. fitornay wed Coillmery
dolonlyass Chiestiosi.

Vancouver Washington

50. Used Trucks

winamemowwwwwwww.-PAP-r.--:.
1 T
*

•

•
•

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery peonmg
753-5827

Poison
Control
753-7584

s-

1

'
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Hernandez, Day appointed commissioners

OBITUARIES
George Futrell dies Saturday Mrs. Lee dies Marty Stom dies in accident
George Futrell, 83,
Marty Lynn Stom, 25, where he resided.
Burial will follow in Sunday; rites
died Saturday at 11:30 Mt. Kenton Cemetery at
formerly of Murray,
He was a member of
p.m. at his home, Paducah.
died Saturdax at 8 p.m. the Woodmen of the
Tuesday
on
Walnut Court, Benton.
in a single car accident
Friends may
call at
the funeral home.

FRANKFORT, Ky. commissioner for the
The Breathitt County
(AP) - Two long-time Department for Man- native has a master's
state employees have power Services and degree in social work
been appointed commis- deputy social services from University of
sioners in the Cabinet commissioner.
Kentucky.
for Human Resources.
Dr. Carlos Hernandez
assumes the top post in
the Department for
Health Services,
Secretary Al Austin
said. Austin also promoted Anna Grace Day
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
from acting commis
sioner of the DepartAmerican Cancer Society or
ment for Social
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm American Heart Association
a 46-year-old woman and as for a program that can help
Services.
you stop smoking. You also
Hernandez had been skinny as I am tall.
I started smoking when I may consider a health club
director of the Division
for Local Health and was 14 and still smoke to use equipment for
today. Now I have emphyse- strength training.
deputy commissioner
ma, but I'm physiologically
I've discussed the main
when he resigned in 1980 hooked on tobacco.
I hate to health problems associated
to go into private prac- admit defeat, but I can't with tobacco in the Health
tice in Anderson and beat it.
Letter 19-6, The Tobacco
Franklin counties.
I started smoking so Problem, which I'm sending
The Cuban native young that my body never you. I hope it will motivate
graduated from Havana had a chance to develop. My you. Others who want this
University and has a legs are thin and my bottom issue can send 75 cents with
master's degree in is as flat as the floor. I can't a long, stamped, selfpublic health from even fill out a bathing suit or addressed envelope for it to
blue jeans.
me, in care of this newspaUniversity of California
Are there any exercises or per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
at Berkley.
surgery that would round City Station, New York, NY
Ms. Day began her 20 out my behind
and build up 10019.
years of state service as my legs?
DEAR DR. LAMB - Does
a statistician with the
DEAR READER - I
former Department for can't say it was the "Smoking' an. electrocardiogram show
Economic Security. Her that prevented you from angina pectoris? If the electrocardiogram is normal,
recent human resources having normal muscular
should one be taking cardiac
development.
A
certain medications such
jobs included deputy
as calcium
amount of body fat is essenor beta blockers?
tial, particularly in women,
DEAR READER - An
from a physiological point of
electrocardiogram merely
LOUISVILLE, Ky. view.
But you have a more shows the electrical impulse
(AP) - A child's
serious
problem than just passing through the heart. It
fascination with a
being
thin.
Your lung disease can be perfectly normal in
cigarette lighter led to a
will get progressively worse patients who have coronary
fire in a Louisville housartery disease. During an
unless you stop smoking.
ing project, a city fire
Cigarette smoking ages actual attack of heart pain,
department spokesman people before their time. such as angina, it may show
said.
One study showed that facial alterations, but between
Maj. Pete Wright said wrinkling, particularly such attacks it may be
the fire that forced the around the eyes, occurs 10 normal.
evacuation of Kenneth years earlier in people who
Since calcium blockers
Henthorn and his family smoke.
and beta blockers are used
Exercises help develop for high blood pressure and
Friday night stemmed
from Henthorn's 5-year- muscles, but you must have control of heart irregularithe proper nutritional sup- ties, and since electrocardiold son's playing with a
port for results. And you ograms can be normal
lighter in a first-floor must have
good health, par- between attacks of angina,' •
room.
ticularly good circulation it's not uncommon for
The fire did heavy and oxygen delivery - patients
who have normal
damage to the apart- another reason to kick the electrocardiograms, and
ment, but no one was cigarette habit.
heart problems, to take calinjured.
Check with your nearest cium or beta blockers.

HEALTH

Mrs. Victoria Morris at Houston, Texas, World. Born Feb. 15,
1959, in Murray, he was
Lee, 71, died Sunday at
son of Donald Stom and
12:35 a.m. at the Long
Sue Russell Stom.
Term Care Unit of MarHis wife, Mrs. Jackie
shall County Hospital.
Ramsey
Stom, Houston,
She was a member of
survives, along with his
the Unity Cumberland
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Presbyterian Church.
Eugene Adams, 54,
Donald Stom, 223 South
Born Jan. 10, 1913, she
Services for Henry llth St., Murray; three
formerly of Calloway was the daughter of the
Dixon were Sunday at brothers, Mickey Stom,
County, of Detroit, late James Monroe
Nan3:30 p.m. in the chapel Houston, Monty Stom
Mich., died there ney and Willie
Lee
of Max Churchill and James T. Nance,
Sunday.
Pendleton Nanney.
He was a member of
Murray.
Mrs. Lee is survived Funeral Home. The
the Church of Christ and by her husband, Garvis Rev. Gerald Miller
Also surviving are his
was born Dec. 28, 1929, Lee, Rt. 8, Benton; two officiated.
grandparents, W.Y.
Pallbearers were Russell and Mrs. Mable
in Calloway County. His daughters, Mrs. Fay
father, Chesley D. Edwards, Rt. 8, Benton, Willard Knots, Kenny Brown, Murray; a
Adams, died Feb. 15, and Mrs. Judy Taylor, Knots, Rafe Brooks, Ed
great-grandmother,
Vaughn, Andy Burkeen Mrs. Leotta Rowland,
1978.
Rt. 2, Benton; seven
and Robert McKinney.
Survivors are his sons, Joe Morris,
Newport, Ark.
Jr.,
wife, Mrs. Bernadine Rt. 7, Benton, Lawrence_ Burial was in the
The funeral will be
Oliver Adams, 622 Ellis Morris, Benton, McDaniel Cemetery.
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
Mr. Dixon, 77, Rt. 1, chapel of Max Churchill
Dr., Murray; two Franklin Morris, Jerry
sisters, Mrs. Faustene Morris and Bobby Mor- Dexter, died Friday at Funeral Home. The
Walker, Rt. 8, and Mrs. ris, Rt. 3, Benton, Roger 10:15 a.m. at Murray- Rev. Donald Faulkner
Gus (Imogene) Morgan, Morris, Rt. 8, Benton, Calloway County and the Rev. Billy HenBridgeton, MO.; one and Eddie Ray Morris, Hospital after being son will officiate.
Final rites for Ottie L. brother, David Adams,
stricken ill at his home.
Burial will follow in
Memphis, Tenn.
Faughn were Saturday Portland, Ore.
member of the the Fossett Cemetery.
Also surviving are He was a
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
The body is being
Friends may call at
stepdaughters, Pentecostal Church.
Filbeck and Cann returned to the Blalock- three
is survived by his the funeral home after 3
He
Mrs.
Nell
Holder, Rt. 2,
Funeral Home, Benton. Coleman Funeral
wife, Mrs. Lena Mae p.m. today (Monday).
O.D. McKendree and Home, but ar- Hickory, Mrs. Nancy Vines Dixon; two
Compton, Eddyville,
the Rev. Otis Jones rangements are
and Mrs. Kathryn Grif- daughters, Mrs. Alfred
officiated.
incomplete.
fin, Florida; two step- Duncan and Mrs.
Burial was in the
Collins; one son,
sons, Thomas Lee, Harley
Union Ridge Cemetery.
Milburn, and Donald James E. Dixon; four
Mr. Faughn, 88, Rt. 1,
sisters, Mrs. Floyd
Rickman, Florida.
Benton, died WednesFarmer, Mrs. Beatrice
surviving
Two
sisters
day at 7:15 p.m. at MarMagalene
are Mrs. Pauline Scott, Farmer, Mrs.
shall County Hospital.
Alton, Ill., and Mrs. Wallace and Mrs. Nellie
He was a retired
The funeral for R.C.
Ethel Brown, Murray. Carrady; 10 grandfarmer and a veteran of
Outland was Sunday at 2
Three surviving children; six greatWorld War I.
p.m. in the chapel of
grandchildren.
The funeral for James brothers are George
Survivors are his
Max Churchill Funeral
Nanney
Everett
and
wife, Mrs. Reba A. Herndon was Sunday
Home. The Rev. RanFaughn; two daughters, at 1:30 p.m. in the Nanney, Murray, and
dolph Allen officiated.
Mrs. Joe (June) Devine, chapel of Blalock - Stanley Nanney,
The Kings Sons providGilbertsville, and Mrs. Coleman Funeral Linden, Term.
ed the music.
Eighteen grandJames (Judy) Reeves, Home. Weldon Thomas
Pallbearers were
children, 19 stepgrandBenton; two grand- officiated. Mrs. Otto ErHarold Turner, Charles
children,
six
greatchildren, Jeffery and win was organist.
Mrs. Genora Hum- Burkeen. Kenneth
Active pallbearers grandchildren and five phreys Hamlett, 85,
Jason Reeves.
304 Smith, Billy Green,
stepgr
eatAlso surviving are two were Clyce Ledlow,
North
Sixth
St.,
died
to- Jackie Hale and Hawley
sisters, Mrs. Gania Noel Buchanan, Jim grandchildren also day at 1:59 a.m. at Bucy.
survive.
Rayburn. Benton, and Davison, Andy Harrell,
Burial was in the
Murray-Calloway CounThe funeral will be
Mrs. Wilma Hester, Bill Harrell and Leroy
Hicks Cemetery.
ty Hospital.
Tuesday
at
1
p.m.
in
the
Fredericksburg, Va.; Direk.
Mr. Outland, 66, Rt. 8,
Her husband, Newt
Honorary pallbearers chapel of Collier Hamlett, died
two brothers, Opa
died Friday at 4:45 p.m.
in 1914.
Funeral
Home,
Benton.
Faughn and Obert were Joe Smith, Lester
She was a member of at Murray-Calloway
Nanny, Robert The Rev. Robert Truitt the First
Faughn, Benton.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
United County Hospital.
• Rickman, O.B. Cook, and Terry Walters will Methodist
He was a retired
Church
and
Hasten Wright, Odell officiate.
employee of the
Burial will follow in had been active in the
Tutt, Buel Hargis,
United Methodist Maintenance Depart- Prices furnished by First of
I.B.M
108% +%
James Outland and P.B. the Marshall County
Women. She also was a ment at Murray State Michigan
Jerrico
Memory Gardens.
13% unc
McClure.
University
, was a Industrial Average
+ 1.99
J.C. Penney
Friends may call at member of the
51% +%
Burial was in the
Woodmen of the World member of Spring Bap- Air Products
40 + %
Kmart
30% +%
Maplewood Cemetery, the funeral home.
and activities of the tist Church, a veteran of Apple Computer
26% +%
Mary Kay Cosm
13 -%
Paris, Term.
World War II, and American Telephone
WOW.
Penwalt
unc
17
37%
+%
Mr. Herndon, 72,
Born Dec. 25, 1898, in member of Woodmen of Chrysler
26% +%
Quaker Oats
59% -%
Hazel, died Friday at
Callloway County, she the World.
The funeral for
Dupont
Sears
unc
33% +%
3:55 a.m. at Murray.
Survivors are his Ford
was the daughter of the
Stonewall T. Lax was
37% +%
Stuart Hall
5% -44
Calloway County
late W.W. Humphreys wife, Mrs. Modena G.A.F
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Texaco
38 -%
.15% unc
Hospital.
and Liza Jane Jackson Bogard Outland; one General Motors
chapel of McEvoy
66% +
U.S. Tobacco
38% -%
Survivors are his
daughter, Mrs. Nancy General Tire
Humphreys.
Funeral Home, Paris,
Wal-Mart
32% -%
38% -%
'wife, Mrs. Elizabeth
Services for W. Paul
Nine surviving nieces Chester; one son, Jerry Goodrich
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